GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
AN EARLY GRAVE MONUMENT
1. Two fragnmentsof Pentelic marble. The snmallerpiece (a) was found in
Section A on June 29, 1931. Its top surface nmeetsthe inscribed face in a beveled
edge; the other sides are broken. The
larger piece (b) was found in Section A
on Julv 1, 1931. Part of the bottom sturface is preserved.
0.048 n.; width, 0.095 ni.;

a: Height,

thickness, 0.035 m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.018 m.
Inv. No. 1 44.
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b: Height, 0.16ni.;
width, 0.115mn.;
thickness, 0.05 m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.018 n.
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The monument may have been a
funeral pillar with vertical inscription.
This interpretation offers also a con-venient explanation for the beveled edge
on fragmnenta. It is not recordedwhether
the lower edge on fragnmentb was beveled.
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POTEIDAIA

AND

APEIYTIS

2. Two fragnments of Pentelic marble, which join over a broad surface, and
which are part of the inscription now published as I.G., 112, 55. The piece at the left
was discovered in the wall of a 1nodern hotuse in Section P on November 30, 1937;
its left side and back are preserved. The piece at the right was discovered in the wall
of a neighboring house in Section Q on January 28, 1938; its original thickness is
preserved, but its face is disfigured by the circular hole for a door-post.
Height, 0.33 in.; width, 0.26 m.; thickness, 0.095 mn.
Height of letters, 0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 5147.
The lettering is Ionic, with a stoichedon pattern in which 5 lines measure 0.062 ni.
and 5 rows imeasure 0.041 m.
ca.
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This restoration, which incorporates I.G.. IT2 55, shows that there mtust have
been regularly fifty letter-spaces in each line after line 1. It is possible thus to
determine approximately the original width of the stele, for five rows of letters
measure 0.041 m1.and fifty rows therefore would measure 0.41 m. This is considerably
more than the wvidth of I.G., II', 55? fragment a, which was associated with fragment b by WN'ilhelm
some thirty-five years ago.' Fragment a has a width of 0.33 m.,
and to judge from the photograph has the bottom preserved with a smoothly finished
surface. If it belonged in fact with fragment b, as Wilhelm supposed, it was evidently
not cut as part of the same stele but mnust somehow have been fastened to the top
of the inscription. Tt is now impossible for me to examine the stone, but so far as
the photograph ptublished below shows, there is no evidence of a dowel on its under
surface. It is probable in any case that a dowel was not used but rather that the
sculptured slab was set into a socket on the top of the inscription. The photograph
here published does not show the line of demarcation which indicates the depth to
which the slab was inserted in this socket, but the line is distinctly visible in the photograph published by Hans Siisserott in his Griechische Plastik des 4. Jahrhun,derts
vor Christts, Plate II, No. 4.
Eugene Schweigert, who supplied the photograph of I.G., IIT, 55 a here reproduced, believed that the sculptured slab was too thick to belong with the inscription.
The epigraphical fragments are from a stele 0.095 m. thick; Wilhelm reported the
thickness of fragment a as 0.105 m. The difference is not great and, even allowing
for the frame of the socket, may have been absorbed by a moulding at the top of the
inscription of which no trace remains. There was, for example, a projecting moulding
between the inscribed surface and the sculptural adornment above I.G., I9, 65, which
1nust be dated in 426 B.C.' This date is so close to the date of the present text that it is
worthwhile to note that the width of the sculptured extension above the stele is less
than the width of the inscribed surface below it. The general appearance is not unlike
that which may be assu-med for WVilhelm'scombination of I.G., II2, 55 a with I.G., I12,
55 b and the new Agora fragments, as restored. The only significant difference would
be that all of I.G., I', 65 was cut as one single stele, whereas the sculptured fragment
of I.G., II', 55 xvas a separate superinmposedblock. A narrow sculptured relief above
an inscription is also preserved in [.G., I', 304 (410/09 B.C.), like I.G., 1, 65 part
of the sanmestone with an inscribed text. Parts of the shoulders, from the reverse,
may be seen in photographs in Meritt, Athenialn Fintanicial Documents, Plates VII
and VIII, and the obverse, with the relief, is figured by W. Froehner, Musec National
1

ten in Wien, phil.-hist. Klasse, 1909,
A. Wilhelm, An2zeigerder k. Akademnieder W7issenischaf
p. 58. It seems probable that I.G., J12, 55 b joins the new Agora fragments; I am not now able
to make the test.
2 Now published as D8 in Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Atheneianl TribuIteLists, Vol. I,
with photographs of the upper fragments on p. 123.
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tiuLouvre: les Insscriptiois Grecqies Plate facing p. 90. I follow Wilhelm in asso-

ciating fragmientsa and b of I.G., 1-12, 55and in printing 'A0vrat&v as the first line
of the inscription.
The reverse face of the Agora fragments is worn qltuitesmooth. It was, thotught
at first that the stone mnightbe opisthographic, btutno traces of letters on the reverse
have been fotundand I assume that only the obverse was inscribed.
A date for the inscription in the fifth century, earlier at-least than 404 mc., is
proved by the mention of the Hellenotamiai in line 13. The document thus becomes
one nmorein a growing nutmberof texts once thought to belong in the fourth cenltury
which mtustbe dated back into the fifth.' Ionic letterilng, which has been for many
the first ready guide to dating, was universally employed in Attic decrees at least as
earlv as 406 .c., and when the expense of the inscription was borne by foreigner>s
to whomnIonic script was nattural,Ionic lettering was appropriate for an Athenian
decree at any time in the fifth century.4 So this inscription, which was paid for by
someone other than Athenians, at least, may be dated at any appropriatetime before
404 B.C that its internal ev'idenceseems to justify.Q Here the significant fact is that
the text records the oath sworn to by the iAphvtaians vis-a-vits the Athenians and
their colonists in Poteidaia.' The siege of Poteidaia by the Athenians lasted fronm
the late sutmmerof 432 until the winter of 430/29 and then, after the capitutlation,
the Athenians sent colonists and established them there.7 Presumably the establishment of the colony was not delayed much after the surrender of the city,8 and it is
reasonable to suppose that a iiiodus Zv'ivndi with neigh-boringAphytis was arrived at
not nmtuch
after the colonists wTereinstalled. The precise date for our present decree
is here suggested as the autumn of 428 BC., for reasons which will be set forth below.
In the early lines certain regulations are being made with obvious reference to
agreements already reached between Athens and M. ethone. The phrase Ka 'irep
MEOwaigoisi may be read in its entirety in line 8, ,vhile the restoration [KaOaITEp
MElO vatotg seems reasonably certain in lines 5-6. The very first lines preserved are
but they indicate concern with the importation of grain: oKTaKOOhOV
badly nmlutilated,
vp(v etLE04Vo[ ] in line 5. The first recoverable
X
pt[E& v wv in line 3 and XtE
* See, for example, Eleanor Weston, " New Dating- for

so-e

Attic HolaoraryDecreeu

J.R,

LXI, 1940, pp. 345-357.
See Fergnson, Treasurers of At!heaa, pp. 175-178.
row OpK aE
o
Vo
The restoratior in lines 11-12, [T] &t
iq nnertain. The r^equireiments
but it is' difficultto
rT HorCt8carT]JV,
ro[l?
of space would be satisfied with the readit g [r]EaL(t
is
of primary concern
w
so
hich
a
stele
obviously
for
pay
should
the
Poteidaians
why
tnderstand
Vwith flora8caTr](sV is not stylistically correct. Cf. e.g.,
to Apliytis and epigraphically, the nse of rOw
4

1.G., J2

, 39, lines 60-61: TEACUL TOr& XaAKCKr8f.

Lines 19 ff. Cf. also lines 8-10.
Karo')Ktaav.
Vcjara
rS T"qvfluTxt'aLaV KKEL
avrWv
Thucydides, II, 70, 4: --Ka K ltArpo? otLK03
Cf. Tod,
I.G. I>, 397 preserves the dedication on the Atlheniian acropolis: ? oK' ESfluSELV.
Creek Historical Itiscriptions, no. 60.
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sentence seems to say that the Aphytaians shall make provision for
to the extent of ten thousand bushels. I have found no satisfactory supplement for
the missing part of line 4. But the change from infinitive to inmperativeconstruction
in line 5 indicates the beginning of a new sentence after E&1LWW[p1,where the restrictions of space lend considerable plausibility to the restoration which defines the

[L 8E

price:

-rt>t

O(ELr av'ro

[ts3 KaOaTrEpME] 6vatwot9.

At least as early as the winter of 430,/29 Methone enjoyed special privileges
within the framework of the Athenian empire. The first decree of I.G., 12, 579
granted exemption from tribute payments except for the quota to Athena, and in the
was recorded in a special
tribute-quota lists of 430/29 and 429/8 the name MEOOWvatot
rubric of cities that paid the quota only.10 The stele which carries the text of I.G., Ii.
57 contained at least four decrees concerning Methone. Their unifying theme was
the question of liability to payment of tribute,'1 but the (question of freedom of trade
was brought tip and confirmed both in 430/29 and in 426 B.C. In the former year the
Athenians sent word to 'Perdikkas, king of M/lacedonia, that they thought it just to
allow the Mlethonaians to sail the sea and to import as of old; 12 in the latter year they
guaranteed the Methonaians the privilege of regular yearly imnports of grain from
Byzantion.13 It is evident that during the early years of the Peloponnesian war
MViethonewas being used bv the Athenians as a center of Athenian influence on the
southern boundary of Mlacedonia west of the Thermaic gulf 14 and that the Methonaians were successful in exacting favors in return for their co-operation. The
Athenians also agreed that no general decree concerning the empire should be binding
on Methone unless it mentioned that city specifically by name.15
Poteidaia, of course, became a center of Athenian strength when it was established as a colony, probably in 4-29, but the present text shows that the Athenians made
Aphytis also a focal point in their admiinistration of the empire,16 and that they
modelled their accommodations to Aphytis on the pattern of those previously made
9 Published as D3 in Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, Vol. I,
pp. 162-163. Cf. Meritt, Atheniian Financial Documiients,pp. 22-25.
10See AMeritt,Wacle-Gery, McGregor, op. cit., p. 338, and Lists 25 and 26. respectively, on
pp. 149 and 150. The name and rubric are both restored in List 25; the text of List 26 reads as
HH M [E] OovaZot. Haison and Dikaia,
7ryyov---H
(ra [pI x',
follows: hcdat& T6V 7-o'XEoVaVri[V]
on the western and eastern sides of the Thermaic gulf respectively, were also granted remission
of tribute except for the arapX.
11See commentary in Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, op. cit., p. 212.
12
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I.G.,
Earlier, Aphytis had served as a military base. Thucydides (I, 64, 2) says of Phormio in

B.C.:
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to Methone. She received the privilege of importing a specified amount of grain at
a price equal to that paid by 1Methone. We learn further that there were a'pXovrEg in
Aphytis, that the Thrambaioi to the south helped to supply them, and that generally
contributions were made by the other cities just as they were made to Methone. This
implies that there were a'pXovrEgalso in Methone, and that there had been passed
certain general imperial regulations about how they were to be maintained. Without
knowing more details, we may at least be confident that reference is here, made to

the type of regulation that was embodied in the

KOLVa

0fi+to-tara

-TEpt

rwv Ov(1LWvt)aXcv)

from which the Methonaians had been granted exemption, and one example of which
is preserved in I.G., 12, 65.17 It seems itmprobable that "the other cities " (if the
suggested restoration in lines 7-8 is correct) should lie very far afield. Methone, on
the western side of the gulf, and Aphytis, near the isthmus of Pallene. may have
drawn their stupplementary support from the cities that lay near the gulf, on Pallene,
and in those parts of Bottike and Chalkidike that had been recovered by the Athenians.
The contribution to Aphytis was the same as that to Methone, for it was sanctioned
according to the terms of the same decree (Kac7a To [av'r?]0V r,kLotLptain line 8).18 The
Thrambaioi, however, were given their proportionate share in the support of the
apXoveTE9 at Aphytis according to their population. The reading of the stone seemns
clear: Kam' [,r]0',wX'og'` This provision is so specific and it so obviously singles out
the Thranmbaioi for special treatment that one may conclude (a) that the Aphytaians
had raised special question of what help they would have from Therambos and
(b) that Therambos was not one of the cities already obligated to Methone.20 That
groups of cities in the Thraceward area were subject to a comnmonimperial regimentation, even before the time of this decree, is shown by the reference to evyypa:ata in
the well-known Brea inscription.2' Btut the present text gives some indication that
whatever provisions of general applicability there may have been there were also from
tinmeto time general regulations for more restricted areas centering around individual
Athenian administrative outposts. MWeknow that Methone was one such center; we
now know also that Aphytis was another and that its status was patterned somewhat
on that of Methone.
17
For the text see D8 in Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, op. cit., pp. 166-167, and corrections
in the last three lines by A. E. Raubitschek, A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 475-479.
18 For the use av3ro'v as the neuter form see Meisterhans-Schwyzer,
Grammatikder attischen
Inschriften3, p. 155, ? 10.
19Exactly what this proportion was we do not know. Some indication is given by the fact that
from 435 to 429 B.C. the tribute of Aphytis was 3 talents, while that of Therambos was normally
one-sixth of a talent.
20 Otherwise it would have been included in the next paragraph. The location of Therambos
can be fixed with some probability near the very tip of Pallene. Thus it was the most remote from
Methone of all the cities of the peninsula. See MLeritt,Wade-Gery, McGregor, op. cit., p. 491 and
p. 464 (s. v. AlyaivvTot).
I.G., I2, 45, lines 14-17: 8oEOEv
Ta[s 7ro`AEshos oXfav]Tara KaTa Tas Xavyypaa'S
ha[rt ftr'..
21
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Another decree concerning Aphvtis in the early years of the Peloponnesian wvar
has been in part preserved as I.G., 2, 58. HTillergave to it a date ca. 428 B.C., which
in my judgment is perhaps a year or two early.92 The restoration of the nlame 4 [Ko'Tac]
as atithor of the amendment beginning in line 9 is too uncertain to have any probative
value. Skopas.was secretary when the first decree for Methone was passed i 430/29.
We know nothing of him in 428 or in 426/5, and the question-mark which Wilhelm
placed after the name in his edition of 1909 might well be retained, or perhaps it
as the name of the
would be better, for lack of evidence, to write merely
orator.
are embodied in a decree-for the
Our present text specifies regulations-which
importation of grain into Aphytis. InJ.G., 12, 58 lines 14-17, the stipulation is made
that those who wish may carry grain "according to the decrees voted by the Demos."
It seems appropriate to consider our document one of these earlier decrees, and so to
date I.G., IF, 58 later than 428 B.C. If one wished to emphasize the similarity with
the second Methone decree, as suggested by Wilhelm, a date near 426 B.C. would be
quite in order. Reference to the earlier decrees appears in I.G., F, 58, as restored by
a Ivirova'yEv Kat o-rTOV K[ar ra 0/r-E?ffl,ouxTa rTa
Wilhelm, as follows: [ro & 8oXo/iEvo&
E
o
Ol
TOLg XovII.kaXot TEXoPVT]ag ra TEXE ha av 0/XE [4iLOETat
E'0x-E]lto-pCEva
8Eo/&OL Kal
der
Beobachtung
"tinter
translates
58)
(loc.
o
AWNilhelm
cit..
'AOEvaiov].
p.
&Upog
Beschliisse des athenischen Volkes und der Btindesgenossen " and adds the comment
wenn meine Erganzung --- richtig ist." It is almost certain that the restoration
should be changed. The decrees by which Athens regulated the
K[ai troZ xo-vppaxotgl
affairs of her empire at the time of the Peloponnesian war were Athenian decrees
and in no sense decrees of Athens and her allies. The words roZs xovrnaxotg are to
CC

be deleted, and in their place I suggest a verb, perhaps EEZ17TopVEE-0ac

(which appears

in I.G., F2, 57, line 20), which denotes an action in connection'ivith which the payment
of imposts wouild be normal procedure. To supply rTEtaXaXTTELXpEo-uat (cf. also I.G.,
12, 57, line 19) wvouildprobably give too long a line. If the Aphytaians and the
Methonaians had substantially the same privileges in the importation of grain during
this period, there were probably no imposts to pay, within the prescribed limits, on
grain alone.3
The archons in Aphytis are mentioned in line 6. Such boards existed throughout
the empire, sometimes composed of Athenians, sometimes of local magistrates. In
recent years evidence about thetm has become more abundant. The monetary decree
The restorations depend almost entirely on Wilhelm, Anz. Ak. Wien, 1909, pp. 57-58, who
suggested first a late date, near the end of the Fifth Century, because Patrokleides who made the
principal motion was to be identified with the Patrokleides who proposed a decree in 405/4
(Andocides, I, 77-79), and then an earlier date, because the subject-matter seemed mtuch like the
decree of Kleonymos for Methone of 426/5 (I.G., I2, 57, lines 32-56).
23
E E'X(ayoca.
E va3
Cf. I.G., I2, 57, lines 40-41: a4E/uo3 [8E E']rO
22
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of ca. 449 B.C. has been especially helpful, particularly through the new fragment
discovered on Kos, and has aided materially in the interpretation of other references.24
Archons in the cities of the empire are named also in the new fragments of a decree
concerning tribute, published above on pp. 4-7, which should be dated in 448/7
In the present text there is nothing new added to our knowledge of their duties;
B.C.25
it is not even stated whether they were Athenian or local, though they were probably
Athenian; but there is new evidence about the maintenance of the boards and the
collective responsibility of neighboring allies for supporting them. It is this consideration that weighs in favor of thinking the board at Aphytis one of those made
up of Athenians, and hence by analogy (Kara ro [av'ro ]v An to-a, line 8) in favor
of thinking that the board at Methone also wvascomposed of Athenian commissioners.26
In the paragraph which introduced the apXoVrEgin Aphytis the verb mnustbe in
large part supplied (lines 6-7): ro? 8E apXovTaqo m[ro-oro]
vmrwv r, Ev "A[jvrt
rap'
Eav-rc]v epa3,8aZot Kara r [o] 7rXA3Oog.
There is, however, no question about the extent
of the lacuna or the identity of the initial letter, so the possibilities for restoration
are not unlimited. I have at times thoutght that the second letter of the verb might
be upsilon, and, if so, that the restoration migbt be o-v [vzrpE0b6]vrov or perhaps cv[vEc1to)]vmrwv. But the meaning seems less subject to doubt than the precise word to be
supplied. I have favored o-t [-roo-r ]vrowv partly because it is a word known from
Thucydides 27 and partly because it makes a natural transition from the discussion
of -tZros in the preceding paragraphs. I have no alternative to suggest for o-[vvrX]6v-rcov in line 7. The word 1T6XELs, so spelled rather than To'XE', needs no explanation in this text with its Ionic script.28
The restorations from line 8 to line 17 may, I believe, be regarded as reasonably
certain, except for the supplement [r&w7OpKLKt0-'EVI]&v to define who was to pay for
the stele. I consider this to be probable only.29
The colonists at Poteidaia are named in line 9 as [T]OZl E'TO'KOLt[S]
[O$Sj] E'k
oTrEt8aLta
[t] and in lines 20-21 as [rms E1TOtKOS TOg 'AO-vatav r] O[S llorEt'81]qav
EXomr
[as]. It would be possible epigraphically to assume that the oath was taken
by the Aphytaians zis-a&-vis them and their allies, restoring [ avv6x1ots instead of
['A'qivai']otl in lines 9-10. But the fact that the Aphytaians swore to protect Athens
as well as Poteidaia (lines 20-21) argues in favor of ['AOqivai']otg in the earlier
24 Pertinent texts available in 1939 are listed in Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athenian
Tribute Lists, Vol. I, p. 595, s. v. apx(,-v.The reference to A9, 13 belongs to Athens, but the others
belong to the cities of the empire.
25 Lines 5-11:
Kat TOS [ewtcrKO']O3
EV] TErt
7OxErt
ho'r[o3
[TE][t /oXv Ka.t To a'pX[ovVrTa
1'7rLttEXEorat
(aV

x(J]j VXEyETat
26

ho

obopO

K[aTa'a

Tro E]TWO

hfKaorTOV

Kat

a7ra[yETad]

'A6EvaCE.

For Athenian and non-Athenian boards, see above, p. 10.
27
--EaLTOOTOVVTO,
Thucydides, IV, 39, 2: rEpt ELJKOMLV%tpas

Ta3

8E

DXa,S

-

- -

AaXOpa

2,&ETpESSOVTO.

28EB.

g., I. G.,

112,

43, line 78:

3AO'qvaOIWV
7r-oXEIa, atLLEcrv'iptaxo.

29See

note 5, above.
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passage. They did not swear to protect the " allies of the colonists," and indeed Athens
would hardly have recognized such a definition except by implication as allies of
her own.
The
In line 17 a new paragraph begins with the formula E'80Ev [rat 8uot].
letter-space immediately preceding Ao6Ev [r2w.87qysC0t]was tininscribed. This seems
certain fromnthe sqtueezes as well as from the photograph. In fact it is highly probable
that there were two uninscribed letter-spaces before E8oeEV [rit 8& ot], btut I should,
hesitate to claim both of them as certain and therefore exclude for the end of line 16
and the beginning of line 17 some suich restoration as Kara ro 8vavaroavin place of Kacra&
ro?w vopov. In spite of the fact that the suirface of the stone is .no longer preserved
at the very beginning of line 17, one may say with confidence that the first space was
almost certainly inscribed and that in all probability the second space was likewise
inscribed. If th.e sentence that began in line 14 came to an end in line 16, then the
new paragraph that commences with E'80oEV [rcTt 8&7Xwt] would undoubtedly have commenced at the left margin of the stone in line 17 just as the paragraph which records
the oath began at the left margin of the stone in line 19.. The fact that the formula
of resolution E'806EV [rc7t 8&zut] began in the fifth letter-space from the left margin
slhowAsthat some of the sentence of lines 14-16 extended over into the first space or
two of line 17. This overrunning necessitated leaving the fourth space (and possibly
the third) 1ininscribed in order to mnarkthe new paragraph.
The sentence which begins with E'806EV [r^t &PCOt] in line 17 was very brief.
Apparently it extended only as far as the word [8]paXPa', in line 18, after which the
stone was again uininscribed for the remainder of the line. This was not any part of
the decree, the provisions of w7hich were recorded above. It is rather one of those
rare but very welcome records of accomplished action. Finding the record of the
action here, one can state with assurance that in the early part of the decree proper
there was provision made for the demos at its meeting to act on some proposition
which was being referred to it from the council. Attention has already been called
to the close similarity between this inscription and the so-called Methone decree of
430/29 B.C. In that decree there is evidence that the Methonaians had asked to be
excused from the payment of tribute as assessed against them except for the quota
to the goddess. In the probouleumatic form in which the decree wvas drafted, the
council agreed to entertain the MNiethonaianrequest and. submit the matter for vote
to the demos. The provision, in lines 5-9 of the decree, reads as follows: $O & [a]XEtPoTOvEOat rov 8 Clov aVrtK [a 7rpos M] EOovatos' EtTE /opOv
avrtK] a 4aa
aV'ro"g TEXEVh6oTov TELt OE[otbt
EX [oj] apKEV
T
`LXO
otsI 7wporEpotq lla fl[aO e[vatOLs] ETETrcXcLaAo/

the demos granted the reqtuest of the Methonaians.
"OSee

8OKEt

7aCLTTEVrwov Uo

[v

r] 3 oobpo EytytvErohlov
EXE' Eva[t]. Actually,

Trhis fact was recorded, as a

the text published as D3, Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athenian, Tribute Lists,

Vcl. I, p. 162.
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historical appendix at the end of the decree (lines 29-32):
1EXEV h
[MEGovado] T
[h0ocro] V TE OE&adiao' TO 00'po EyiyvIE[o
1iavaEvactotl

ETEXo

4v[EpEP, r

&l a]AXo

TE

As

vcl.

ho 8Euog
EXELPOTOVEQTEV

h'ov TOZ] S TpOT'pO [v9]
Other examples might

be cited but the sirmilaritybetween our present document and the Methone decree,
which is so much like it in other respects, makes the comparison here suggested
unusually pertinent. The Aphytaians had asked a favor. There must have been a
provision in the decree stating that the demos was to vote on it; and what we have
is a record of that vote. There is too little preserved, even of the brief sentence of
the record,to determinewithout restoration what its contents were. The Methonaians,
in 430/29, had asked and received remission of tribute except for the quota to Athena.
It is a natural assumption that some years later the Aphytaians had asked for remission of their tribute except for the quota to Athena. Indeed, what few indications

there are point to this interpretation of the clause. By inference from the two preserved words a4roo8ov[at] and [8]pXpa,g6one gathers that the Aphytaians had asked
whether they were or were not to make regular payments of a certain sum of money.
The use of the present tense in aoto86vj at] is significant for it indicates a continuing
or a repeated transaction like the yearly payment of tribute. A single payment for
some unique purpose should have been described by the aorist infinitive aiw8oovvat.
This consideration probably rules out any restoration which would suggest payment
of traveling expenses to the ambassadors who had come from Aphytis or refunds of
money to them for expenses incurred. On the other hand, if the payment could be
measured in drachmai, obviously it would not represent the full normal tribute of
Aphytis which is known from the Athenian tribute lists to have been 3 talents both
in 430/29 and in 429/8." A payment in draclhniaimight well represent the quota to
the goddess, though the regular paymnentsof the full tribute in 430/29 and 429/8
show that the privilege of paying the quota onlyrcannot havTebeen granted before
428/7.
Because this decree shows that the Athenians were ready to give to Aphytis any
privilege within the law for which she asked (lines 15-17), because of the similaritv
of this decree with the Methone decree. because Methone had asked for and received
relief fronmthe full payment of tribute, and becatuseAphytis had apparently asked
and by this decree been given a consideration which had to do with a snmallsum of
money in regular payments, it is our conclusion that lines 17-18 record the fact that
the Athenians at some time after 428 ti.c. permitted Aphytis, as well as MIethone,
rhe precise wording of the passage I suggest
as: E8O(Ezz['t
6Et- IT-' 8] paX,.ua vacat
[aw'A0vTa'og
8[c
t] 4 "o&86v
reference may now be
For the phrase a4roo8tov[a 'A0vTraLo& a&1rapx<rvr"& OELO&]

to pay only the quota to the goddess.

made to the prescripts of the quota lists for 421/0. 418/7, and 4-16/5.7 For examle.
31 Cf. Mteritt,Wade-Gery, McGregor, op. cit., ). 2 2.

" See Mleritt.A.J.P., LXII, 1941, pp. 1-15.
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Iist 37 of the year 418/7 has in the last line of its prescript:

hA]at8E [a'i7rO-aV1
[a&Ta]pXrv -ret 0Eot Wva[v daT]a 78 raXavr[o]; List 34 of 421/0 has: [hatc8E1roXe
ae'8oo-a]v rev actTapXEv ret 0Eot kviv (Iro rd raXva[ro]; and List 39 of 416/5 reads:
The verb a&o8t8ovat
1?XeA hai'8Ea&rrE'8o0-avarrapxEv ret OE8Luvav a7o&] r8 raX[a6vro].
is well attested not only for the paymnentof tribute but also for the payment of the
quota and in two of the examples cited here a"apXqv Tr7 0EcOt appears wvithout the
article just as we have supplied it in the restoration of line 17.
This restoration leaves one space at the beginning of line 18 for the nunmeral
indicating how many drachmai made tip the quota to Athena. It might, of course,
be possible to nmakesomie supplement like aviT-v Tqv arTapXyv instead of a&rapX-JvTr-t
OEcot in lines 17-18, thus leaving no space at the beginning of line 18 for a numeral.
One would have to assume in this case that the numeral was cut after an uninscribed
space farther along in line 18. Merely as a matter of disposition this arrangement
is unsatisfactory, particularly since there nmay have been at least two uninscribed
spaces after [8]paXtka<. The hole for the hinge of the door which later mutilated
the face of the inscription prevents tis from saying categorically that all of line 18
was uninscribed after the ninth letter-space. It would be better, stylistically and as
a matter of arrangement, to supply the numeral in the one space available at the
beginning of the line. Inasmuch as the quota of Aphytis had been 300 drachmai in
the years inimmediatelypreceding this decree, the appropriate nunmeralfor the restoration is probably [R, the symbol for 500 drachnai. The epigraphical desirability of
this restoration has historical implications that are not without interest. One must
suppose that the tribute of Aphytis has been raised from 3 to 5 talents in the proposed
schedule made ready by the assessors in the autumn of 428 B.C. This is a reasonable
assunmption because 428/7 is otherwise knowvnto have been a year of tribute assessment and utndoutbtedlythe scale of paynmentdemanded by the "assessors was generally
On being informed of the new assessment, the Aphyhigher than that of 430/:29.
taians evidently sent an embassy to Athens to ask for the same special privilege
enjoyed by Methone and two other neighboring cities of paying not the assessed
tribute but the quota only. These were the Aphvtaians who agreed to the regulation
of their a-ffairs as recorded in the present inscription and who swore the oath which
[TO'XE

33 See Meritt, Athenian Financial J)ocumcents,p. 20; Accame, Riv. di Fil., XIII, 1935, p. 397.
An alternative solution is to assume that the tribute of Aphytis was reduced in 428 from three
talents to one, and so restore the numeral at the beginninigof line 18 as H. This could be explained
as the result of possible inroads by the colonists at Poteidaia on the territory of Aphytis, and one
might note as a parallel case that the tribute of Argilos was much reduced, for example, after the
founding of Amiphipolisin 437. Furthermore, the tribute of Aphytis in the third and fourth assessmllentperiods had been not three talents, but one. But the colonization at Poteidaia did not establish
a new city, as was the fact at Amphipolis, and the Athenians need not have caused any constriction
of the existing sphere of Aphytaian control. It seems best to lay the greater weight on the known
necessity for higher assessm-ientsin the early years of the war and to restore the amount of the
quota as PR.
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,was added at the end of the decree. Undoubtedly there was an appendix, now lost,
giving the names of the ambassadors and beginning with some such phrase as:
'A4vrcatv 08E WVVOV 7OV OpKOV. These circtunistancesserve to definemore precisely
the date of the entire inscription as late summer or early autumn of 428 B.C.
One may retturnhere briefly to a consideration of fragment a, with its sculptured
decoration. Inasmuch as the text below records the oath sworn by the Aphytaians.
it is possible to interpret the figure of a woman holding a libation-cup in her right
lhandas the pictorial record of its consummation.
The libation was a usual part of the formal ceremony of giving and taking oaths,34
so the connection between figured relief and written document gives added support
to Wilhelm's attribution of text and sculpture to the same monument. The libationcup looks like a shallow saucer, and if one mnayj'udge from the knob in its center it
was probably a ta6X-qvXECrou'aXog,appropriate for the purpose here suggested.35 The
female figure may represent the patron goddess of Aphytis, just as the patron deities
of Athens and Samos, for example, were representedin the relief of Athena and Hera
wvhichsurmounted the covenant between these two cities in 403/2 (I.G., 112, 1)."
For the history of low-relief sculpture in Athens the precise date of 428 B.C. iS
now won for a monument which has usually been dated ca. 387/6. There have been
various degrees of certainty and uncertainty about the attribution of this sculpture
to the Fourth Century. One of the more categorical arguments for the later date has
been developed by Siisserott, who speaks of a new movement and rhythmnin the first
decade of the Fourth Century and then proceeds to the discussion of our present relief
in these terms: '
Den gleichen neuen Rlhythmus weist die Figur des Reliefs iiber der kurz vor 387/86 datierten
Urkunde der Aphytaier auf. In der Mitte der stark fragmentierten Tafel steht eine etwa zu zwei
Dritteln ihrer H6he erhaltene weibliche Figur, gekleidet in Chiton und Mantel, ini der gesenkten
Rechten eine Omphalosschale haltend. Die Arbeit ist massig und ohne eigentliche Modellierung
nur in ganz flacher Erhebung fiber die Reliefflache durchgeffihrt: Ziige die den geringwertigen
Handwerker erkennen lassen. Jedoch das wenige Sichtbare der wirklichen Formgebung erlaubt
eine klare Feststellung der Bewegung des K6rpers. Die Figur steht frontal. Das Standbein ist fast
senkrecht aufgestellt. Vom Fuss des im Knie etwas gelockerten Spielbeines ffihrt eine Falte schrag
aufwarts zur Standbeinhuifte. Die eine gelockerte Seite des K6rpers steht also mit der angespannten,
tragenden in unmittelbarer Verbindung. Damit ist das Entscheidende des Rhythmus des Jahrzehntes 390/80 gekennzeichnet: das Spielbein wirkt nicht mehr auf das Gleichgewicht des K6rpers,
indem es die Haltung des Korpers strafft, sondern wird gelost. Die Spielbeinhuifte sinkt herab,
wie dies die schragen, sich an der linken Seite des Beckens bildenden Falten des Mantels beweisen.
Die Standbeinhiifte w6lbt sich heraus und das Ruickgrat biegt sich demgemaiss seitlich durch.
Der Unterschied dieser Bewegtheit des K6rpers von der im vorangegangenen Jahrzehnt festBusolt-Swoboda, Gr. Staatskinde, II', pp. 1252 ff.
and Milne, Shapes and Navmesof Athenian Vases (New York: The Metropolitan
Richter
Cf.
Museum of Art, 1935), p. 29.
36 A good photograph is given in Kirchner, l[magines, P1. 19.
3' H. K. Siisserott, Griechische Plastik des 4. Jahrhtunderts(Frankfurt, 1938), pp. 42-43.
34 See

35
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gestellten ist rein ausserlich abzulesen. In Jahrzehnt 400/390 stehen sich eine tragende und eine
gespannte Seite des Kbrpers gegensaitzlich gegeniiber. Nirgends fiihrt eine Falte von Spielbeinfuss
zur Standbeinhiifte hiniiber, sondern die von diesem aufwarts gehenden Falten leiten bezeichnenderweise in die gerade oder bogenartig gespannte Mittelachse ein.

The futility of this type of argument about the date of an Athenian relief, with
its spurious assturance of exactitude, is apparent from the fact that the relief belongs
forty years earlier than the date which Siisserott proposes.
Mliss Binneboessel, though she puts the relief shortly before 387/6 in her list of
dated monuments (no. 28),`8 says of it and of its date in the Fourth Century:
"Der
Stil des Stiickes zeigt so wenig Eigenart, dass er diese Datierung weder fordert, noch
ihr widerspricht." It would have been better to abide by her decision. The best evidence for the date of the sculpture lies in the inscription which it adorned.40
Another piece of relief wvhichcarries an epigraphical text has fared even worse
at the hands of the experts on sculpture and mention of it may appropriately be made
here. The monument was seen by William Gell in Athens, and a transcription of the
epigraphical text which it carries was sent by him to H. J. Rose at Cambridge, who
forwarded it to Boeckh for publication in the Corpus Inscriptionum, Graecarum in
1828.41 Boeckh thought that the relief belonged to a sepulchral monument, but
Kirchhoff, in his publication in 1891, records the just observation of Michaelis that
it is, in fact, best interpreted as part of an ornamnentof an Athenian decree.42 The text
of the inscription now appears in Hiller's ptublicationof 1924 as I.G., 12 37. Kirchhoff's
comment on the forms of the letter sigma noted that the use of a three-bar sigma in
line 1, side by side with four-bar sigmas in line 2, argues a date " ad tempora 01. 8183." There can be no doubt that this judrnient is correct. Kirchhoff was unwilling
to define the time imioreexactly, indicating a possible date between 456 and 448. Hiller
gives a date " ante a. 446/5." Certainlv this is the lowest limritpermitted by the threebar sigma in a ptublic monurment of this kind. Attempts to date the inscription later
have been based upon the style of the sctulpture, a mutichmore subjective consideration,
and have had to ignore or explain axvay the epigraphical evidence.43 Von Scala publishes the text in his collection of treaties and associates it with the relations between
Athens and the Messenians at Naupaktos after the settlement which is referred to by
3

RosemiiarieBinnleboessel, S'tudien 1u deti *attischen Urkundenreliefs des 5. und 4. Jahrhitiunderts
(1932), p. 8.
39

Op. Cit., p. 50.

Miss B3inneboessel,op. cit., p. 50, followed the old, and erroneous, assumption that die
d
Sclhrift weist noch in die Zeit vor 387/6."
41 C.I.G., I, 873: " Ex schedis Guil. Gellii a Rosio missis."
42 C.I.A., IV, 22 g, (I.G., I, Suppl., 22 g).
43 On the basis of Gell's copy Boeckh represented an angular rho in line 3.
This might be
taken as evidence for an early date near the middle of the century except for the fact that the
rho was rounded, not angular, and of a forml-that ml-ighthave appeared normally at any date after
cai.452 B.C. See the photograph on p. 228.
40
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Thucydides (T, 103). The date is given by von Scala as 459 B.C., as suggested by
Wilamowitz,45who believed that the name of the archon Philokles should be restored
in line 1 of the inscription. Von Scala notes that there are difficulties in the way of
restoring an archon's name, btit these difficultieshave not been tiniversally appreciated.
Hermine Speier, for example, who tirges a later date for the inscription, wishes to
riestore the name of the archon Stratokles of

495,/4.46

The name of the archon woouldbe ouit of place in the conspicuous position offered
by the mouldinngabove the relief of this monumnent. Here one expects the name of
the secretary

and Kirchhoff's

restoration

[---

-]OKXES

far better than any other as yet suggested. We mnayretain
tion of line 2 and reject von Scala's suggested

t---

MEO-E [VE]

7rp[LE-,8E9] in line 3.

EypapLalEvE]

iS

for the restoraEven though we

agree that this inscription is part of a treaty between Athens and the Messenians at
Naupaktos, it would be extraordinary to find the names of the ambassadors inscribed
in the background of the relief, and there is no evidence to support von Scala's
conjecture.
A late date for I.G.,
G ', 37 has been argued also by Miss Rosemarie Binneboessel
who puts the monument "urm 410/9." 7 'Miss Binneboessel's argument is in some
respects so extraordinary that it should be categorically refuted. She notes that the
epigraphical evidence points to the date earlier than 446. though she misinterprets
Hiller by saying that 446 was his date for it. Ililler's comment was merely to the
effect that the inscription was earlier than 446/5, quite a different statement altogether.
But Miss Binneboessel realizes the force of the argument for an early date which lies
in the three-bar sigoma. She believes, however, that the three-bar sigma is not so large
as the other letters in line 1 and she disposes of it in this fashion:
Da aber das dreistrichige Sigma in der Gr6sse niclht zu den iibrigen Buchstaben passt, scheint
es urspriinglich doch vierstrichig gewesen zu sein. Man kennt meehrereFalle, wo die Buchstaben
einer Inschrift mit Farbe vorgemalt, aber vomil Steinschreiber aus Nachlassigkeit nicht vollends
ausgemeisselt waren. Der Reliefstil weist ausserdenmin jiingere Zeit.
R.

voll

Scala, Die Staatsvertrdge des Altertumtns(Leipzig, 1898), p. 38, no. 53.

45Aristoteles utnd At/ten, II, p. 296.
4" Ra1in.Mitt., JA7II, 1932, p.
24 (with a photograph on Plate VI). Miss Speier seems not
to value highly evidence of an epigraphical nature. With reference to the name Messene, she writes:
"Da fur diese Beischrift das vierstrichige Sigma, in der Inschrift des oberen Profils OKLE.5I
das dreistrichige verwendet ist, wurde das Relief alleiii aus epigraphischen Griinden (die sich auch
sonst als triigerisch erwiesen haben) in die MIittedes fiinften Jahrhunderts datiert. . . ." For the
deceptive nature of epigraphical evidence, she refers to Frickenhaus, Tiryns, Vol. I, p. 109, which
has nothing to do with the present case, and she also claims that the Xenokrateia Relief in the
National Museum in Athens shows both forms of the sigma. This simply is not true. A photograph of the inscription is published in 'Apx. 'E+., 1911, p. 79. Anyone who wishes may see for
himself that all the sigmas have four bars as, indeed, one would expect for the date to which it
must be assigned.
47 Op.
cit., p. 6, lno. 17; the argulm-entfor the date is developedon pp. 40-42.
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Anybody who can treat evidence in this cavalier manner can prove anything. Her
arguments for a late date48 are concerned principally with matters of proportion,
posture, style of drapery, and so forth, but these are all arguments of an extremely
subjective nature about which even the experts disagree. The objective ext:ernalevidence points to a date ca. 450. forty vears earlier than the extraordinary attribution
of Miss Binneboessel. This relief has been discussed by Percy Gardner w
whose practised eye finds nothing incongruous about the date suggested by the inscription. He
writes of the relief as follows:
It is unfortunately fragmentary; all that remains is part of a somewlhat archaic female figure
standing to the right with arms outstretched, on her head a lofty crown or polos. The date, as
indicated by a few letters of the inscription which remain, is the middle of the fifth century B.C.
We should naturally have supposed the lady to be a deity, probably Demeter, but for the inscription
which is inserted beside her for the express purpose of preventing this mistake, and which consists
of the letters ME:E [. Michaelis can scarcely be wrong in supposing that she is in fact an
allegorical impersonation of the city of the AMessenians,with whom the Athenians had, about the
middle of the fifth century, close relations. This impersonation is the more remarkable because
after 454 B.C. the Messenians were wanderers, and their city in the power of Sparta. So it is the
people rather than the city who is embodied in the lady of the relief. Her likeness to Demeter may
arise from the fact that Demeter was, as we knlow fromi Messenian coins, regarded as the representative deity of the race.

There is perhaps something more that can be said about this relief. After Gell
had made his epigraphical copy in Athens, the stone was taken to Holland and there,
as sculpture, published by Janssen in his vol,me on the Greek and Roman reliefs
in the Leiden mtuseumn.But Janssen did not believe that it belonged to a funeral
montunment,
as Boeckh had thought; he believed that it belonged to a dedication. A
plaster cast and a photograph xweresent to Germany, where in 1875 Adolf Michaelis
publishedthe monument in the Archiiologische Zeitung, pp. 104-106.5? In commenting
on the inscription and the style of the sculpture Michaelis remarked that a date ca.
455 B.C. would be well suited both by the style of the lettering and the posture of the
figure of Messene in the relief. I have nothing to add to 1\Iichaelis' epigraphical
argument, which is just as concltusivetoday as it was in 1875. But he published also
a lithographed print to illustrate the sculpture of the relief, and he admits that his
first impression from the figure alone was to prefer a later date, perhaps ca. 427 B.C.
One can understand this preference when he studies Michaelis' drawing. This has
so much in it in the way of interpretation of posture, of feature, and of drapery, that
it can only by courtesy be said to represent the original from which (via plaster cast
The size of the sigma in point of fact is perfectly normal, as Miss Binneboessel could have
determined by reference to contemporary documents. A close parallel for the general appearance
is the heading of the covenant with Miletos, I.G., 12, 22. which must be dated in 450/49, and of
which Oliver publishes a photograph in T.A.I2.A., LXVI, 1935, Plate 1, facing p. 198.
49New Chapters in Greek Art (Oxford, 1926), pp. 235-236.
50
The title-page bears the date 1876.
48
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and photograph) it was nmade.Copies of Michaelis' lithographic print and of Miss
Speier's photograph are presented here in the illtustrationson p. 228 for the sake of
comparison. One wonders how much futile speculation about the late date of this
relief has been catusedby too mtuchreliance on the drawing in the Archdologisclic
Zeitimng.

But many problems remain. One does not know, and perhaps may never know,
what the figure of the relief was doing with her hands. It is difficult to understand
the meaning of the third line of the inscription which was cut beneath the right hand.
FEveryonewho has commented on the figure seenmsto think that she was standing,
but I believe that she was seated. I should hesitate to venture my own opinion on a
matter which involves, among other things, a precise knowledge of foreshortening
and of folds of drapery if I did not have the assurance of others who have studied
the relief that they too (not all of them, btt many) are convinced that Messene is
a seated figure. One must here pav no attention to 'Michaelis'drawing, wvherethe
drapery is unintelligible. The right armiseems to be resting on her lap, and the left
arm perhaps holds erect a spear. Some have suggested that with the outstretched
left hand Messene is in the act of bestowing a crown. but crowns were usually given
with the right hand, not the left.
The polos upon the head of Messene has of course been noticed. Years ago Percy
Gardner51 described types of representation of city-states in Greek sculpture and
stressed the developmentof the type which identifies the state wvithGood Fortune. This
was the Tyche type which in Hellenistic times came to be represented conventionally
with a walled crown, a cornucopia, and a patera. The figure in our relief does not
wear a mural crowvnnor does she carry a cornucopia. but she may indeed have had
a patera in her rig,ht hand. With the name M\lesseneattributed to her, she was also,
apparently, a representation-or rather a personification-of the country of Messene.
Moreover, the headgear of Messene corresponds with that which Pausanias
describes on the head of an archaic statue of Tyche in the ancient city of Pherae in
Messenia. Pausanias (IV, 30 6) mentions the Temple of Fortune with its ancient
image. He goes on to say that Homer is the first he knows ever to have mentioned
Fortune but he says that Homer gave none of her attributes. Rather it was the
architect and sculptor Boupalos who first represented her, as the Fortune of Smyrna,
with the polos on her head and the cornutcopiain one hand. Even though the cornucopia is absent from the relief it maaybe that the sculptor who wished to carve a
personificationof Messene gave to her the polos because (by implication at least fron
Pausanias' story) the statue of Tyche in Messenia probably wore this headdress. We
may indeed in our present relief have a connecting link betwveenthe first known statue
of the Fortune of a city made by Botipalos in the sixth century and the better-known
I1.1
J.HS.

IX, 1888, pp. 47-81.
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examples of the Hellenistic Age of which the Fortune of Antioch was an otitstanding
specimen.
If this interpretation is correct, it would seem to confirm also the opinion of
those who hold that the Messene of the relief was a seated figure. But whether seated
or not, since we find here a figure which is thought by some to be the personification
of the people of Mlessenein a context wvhichseems to be dated about a quarter of a
century earlier than the Aphytaian decree, it may be suggested that the figure of the
woman who adorned the Aphytis text in 428 represents not merely an Aphytaian deity
but the city or people-of Aphytis itself, perhaps personified as the Aphytaian Tyche.
CITIZENSHIP

FOR ARISTOMENES

3. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides but with the original thickness apparently preserved, found on Septemiber12, 1938, in the wall of a modern
house in Section BB.52

THeight, 0.421 m.; width, 0.22 n.;
thickness, 0.139 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 mn.
nsv.No. I 5560.

The inscription is written stoichedon,
with a square checker pattern in which
five rows and five columns measure
0.059 m.

No. 3.
The surface is badly worn, especially at the left. Valuable help with the readings has been
given by Albert Billheimer.
52
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This decree embodies'theusual formal provisions for a grant of Athenian citizenship. The date is fixed with great probability by the names of archon and secretary
which are to be restored in lines 1 and 3-4.53 The nationality of Aristomenes, who
is being honored, presumably was given by an ethnic in line 7. The strengthening
of relations betwveenAthens and Andros in 357/6 (cf. I.G., 112, 123) tempts one to
suggest o 'Av8ptogfor the supplement, but this would be quite conjectural.
The formulae are well known. In lines 17-19 the payment of money for the stele
by the treasurer of the demos to the secretary of the council may be illustrated also
in a text of 361 /0 (L.G., 12, 11 7, lines 16-19): [E1i 8]E -rV avay [pa] +v i'7 G-o AqX
. paXyta`srlt] ypau/dIarEt ['r' ,8oX'3l; in line 25
80vat 'i]?wviapiav 46o] 8[ro .
the unusual form 4tvrpoo-o3OEvseems to be required by the stoichedon order, but the
53

GII,
See, e. g., IC.,

121-123 and Hespe'ria, VIII, 1939, pp. 12-17.
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phrase is well attested; it is assumed in the case of both numuerals(lines 9 and 19)
that one letter-space was taken tup by punctuation before and after the figures.
A CHOREGIC AIONUMENT

4. Fragment of Pentelic nmarble,with part of the upper surface preserved, but
broken at the back, at the bottom, and at both sides, found in a cistern in Section A
on August 1, 1931.
Height, 0.11 m.;
width, 0.305 iu.;
thickness, 0.11 mn.

Yk~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Height of letters,
0.03 m.
Inv. No. I 87.
ca. 325-300B.C.

[

?

[ye&]
EIXOP?i
No. 4.

The text evidently belongs to a choregic dedication, being similar to those already
published as I.G., IP, 3027 ff. The size of letters and their spacing resemble, for
example, those in line 1 of I.G., I12, 3086/7.
A DECREE OF DEMEAS
5. Fragnmentof Hvmettian marble, found
on Mav 12, 1939, in Section II. The left side an(1
back are preserved.
Height, 0.225 in.; width, 0.165 in.; thickness,

0.057 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 mi.-0.006m.
Inv. No. I 5828.
The lettering is stoichedon, with irregularities, five lines measuring ca. 0.05 m. and five rows
from 0.05 m. to 0.055 m.
mneasturing

No. 5.
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This text is of interest as being the only decree so far known of the orator
Demneas, son of the notorious Demades, both of whom were killed by Kassandros in
319 B.C. The fact that the decree was inscribed by the prytany-secretary shows that
it belongs earlier in date than the oligarchy of 321/0-319/8 B.C., when the task of
inscribing decrees was performed by the registrar. The date .was probably not mucl
before 321 because Demeas could hardly have been of age to propose a motion until
the latter part of the 320's. It was reported of him that he had beeln introdcuced as a
boy by his father to Philip II after the battle of Chaironeia." Kirchner (P.A., 3322)
estimated the date of his birth ca. 355 B.C., so he may not have been thirty years of
age before 325 B.C. The lettering of the present text has some resemblance to that
of I.G., 112, 343 or 418, partictularly in its disposition and the apparent care or lack
of care-with wvhichithe cutting was done. The hands are not the same, but they
may well belong in the sanmegeneral period The formula T[X-qv Ct)vot vopUoct -arayOpEvovo-tv also appears,

though

largely

restored,

in I.G.,

112, 385,

a document

of

approximately this date.") It is within this formtlla that one of the disturbances irn
54See
'[-

804:

[---

Blass, ttische Beredsamnkeit, I1I', 2, ). 267, and note.
--as

'av,

a~'1

The formula recurs in I.G.,
a doculmientof the mid third century

ovAp-Ta1t 7rA-v (Ov o]c [v]mot[ocJmrayope'?ovoJ].
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the stoichedon order occurs, but the beginning of the irregularity is visible on the
stone in the initial pi of -ri[Xv]. The number of letters per line was reduced to 23 in
line 16 and to 22 in line 19.
The style of Demeas as orator wvasmocked by Lucian in a passage of the Timoll
in which he represented Demeas as quoting a resolution of praise which he was prepared forthwAithto introduce on the misanthrope's behalf. In comic minmicrv of the
official jargon of decrees the motivation for the honors that were to be heaped upon
Timon was developed at some length:
T'pcov 'EXEKpaaT8ov KoXXvTEv'1, avrqp
&1TEL&U

'
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When Timon interrupted the recital to point out that the alleged record did not
correspond with the facts and to make a modest protest, Denieas assured him that
it was best to have a lot of this sort of thing in the preamble. One gets the impression,
even in the jest, that Demeas was fulsome and wordy, with a style at once turgid and
(lenmagogic. The contrast with the actual words of Demeas as preserved in the present
decree is striking. Nothing could be further removed from the prolix verbosity imputed to him by Lucian than the simple motivation with which he introduced the
motion for citizenship for his friend from Plataea (lines 4-8) E'rEt8&' T [.
i-at 'AOr1ivat/)V Kat lTp]aT<T>EC v1rEp Trqg
Mo] o-Xov llXa-ratEl)s [Ei'1vovc E(o-'C] i-cat 8irt
AX
[Ewg o' rt av U13v]j7patacyaf0ov. The phraseology is stereotyped and almost telegraphic in its brevity. It gives little clue to what Demeas may have been like in
forensic debate, but it indicates a degree of conservatism and business-like efficiency
in the handling of rotitine affairs.
T
son of Moschos, of IPlataea may have been an ancestor of M6o-Xos
'AroXXAcovtov
rUXaratEv1who was an ephebos at Athens in the latter half of the first
century B.C. (I.G., 112, 1043, line 124). The difference in time is almost three hundred
years, so too mruchinsistence on the possible connection wotild be hazardotus indeed.
The precise date of I.G., I'2, 385b is not known, for fragment b lhas been shown by Dinsmoor not
to belong with fragment a, which names the registrar of 321/0 B.C. See Dinsmoor, Archons, pp. 24-25.
0 Lucian, Timzoin,50-51.
5
.
VU
The Loeb edition (and others as well) gives the text of the decree here as xKaic TpLOTEVYE
Although the use of Kat ....
U (cf. J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, pp. 200-203) is found
in inscriptions as well as in literary Greek, one may question whether Kat' may not be taken here
to belong to the explanatory remarks made to Timon by Demeas and not to the decree. The Greek
text, in this case, might be punctuated as follows: rt ovF; OEop7o-Evt VOTEpOV Ta TotaXTa 8E 7roXXa
to be translated: What of it? You will
7rpOJKEcTrOat a")LEtVOV Ka(U q)piOTEVO-E &EV7Ep TrS 7rO'kE - - -,
be a delegate, later. It is best to put in plenty of that sort of thing. And to continue-" fought
bravely also for the city ---
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A DECREE OF DEMADES

6. Two joiningfragments of Hymettian marble. found in the wall of a mlioderni
house in Section EE on October 14, 1938.
Part of the smooth right side of the lower
piece and the rough-pickedbackof both pieces
are preserved. The moulding at the top of
the inscribed face has been chipped away.
Combined height, 0.40 m.; width, 0.195
ni.; thickness, 0.075 mn.

-~

-

Height of letters, 0.006 m.

Inv. No. I 5626.
:'

The letters of lines 2 ff. have a stoichedon
pattern which is almost square, five lines or
five columns averaging about 0.058 mn. The
letters in line 1 are more widely spaced.
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The orator of the decree (line 8) was the famous Demades, son of Demeas, of
Paiania, who was put to death by Kassandros in 319 B.C. The precise date of his
present resolution is given by the name of the registrar, part of which is preserved
in line 3, and by the name of the archon which must be supplied in line 2. Since
Dinsmoor's first determination of the two periods in which the registrars were named
in the preambles of decrees,58 their names and dates have come to be established as
follows:
OLIGARCHY OF

321/0
320/19
319/8

321-318

of Oion59
Archedikos, son of Naukritos, of Lamptrai
Eukadmos of Anakaia 60
DICTATORShIIP

OF OLYMPIODOROS

rhrasof Phyle6'
Epikouros, son of Epiteles, of Rhamnous

294/3
293 /2

Of these, the demotic which is partly preservred in line 3 must belong to Archedikos,
so his name is restored in lines 2-3 and the name of the archon Neaichmos (320/19)
is restored at the beginning of line 2. This gives a satisfactory reading with a
stoichedon line of apparently 37 letters, and determines the left margin of the text: 62
[T

NEt
NEaxyov

[KOV

1s
apXovro ] avaypaEw 8E[
Aacqi r]rpE'og E,itirr|

roVi NavKptrov

'ApXE8t]
-

----|

The formula here employed differs from that found in the other decrees of the
coHesPeria. IX, 1940, p. 345-346.
Dinsmoor, Arch ons of Athens, p. 28.
61 Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 97-100.
and Meritt, Chronology, p. 46.
62
This inscription offers a good example of the practical steps that must be taken to restore
the complete preamble with the help of available evidence, and for this reason the various considerations that come into play are outlined here with more than usual detail.
58

59 Pritchett
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year of Neaichmos, where the phrase 'AvaypaEvs
'APXE'8tKOg NavKp'rov
AapVTpEv
begins the preamble,"3 but such irregularity is demonstrable in other years where a
registrar is nained and need not occasion surprise here.64 There are, however, two
other types of formtula wThichthe preserved remains allow, and these must here be
sttudied.

.

THIE PREAMBLE

apXcovNE'atXILog

WITH

One nmightwrite in lines 2-3 I-a'pXwvN'aX Io ei]T
cvayp4E?[s
|ov
'ApXEgiKOV
etc.,
determining
a
line
of
35
letters.
thus
This
stoichedon
Aa7T1rTpE'w,
method of naming the archon has been shown to be not unduly rare in the early third
century, anld one of the decrees naming a registrar in 294/3 has been restored in
accordance with it.6" So the formula may be considered possible also in 320/19. The
name of the tribe in 1)rytany must have been Oineis, for the secretary (line 4) has
the abbreviated demotic 'OqO(EV), and Oa Tas a deme of Oineis. During the period
of the oligarchy from 321 to 318 the secretaries changed with the prytanies and invariably belonged to the prytanizing tribes. [OivEZaos] may therefore be restored at
the end of line 3. The beginning of line 4 nmustcontain the ordinal number of the
NcavKprov

prytany, the words iTrpvraVELag
't, and the first letters of the secretary's name which
ends in -vwv. I-Heredifficcultiesbegin to arise, for even if the shortest possible numeral
(EKT S) is employed only one letter-space is left for the beginning of the name of the
secretary. Phere is only one four-letter name ending in -vwv given in Pape's W6rterbich, and this is hardly suitable for restoration in an Attic decree.6 If a slight
irregularity is to be allowed, the wRTord TpvTaVEtas might be spelled wpvTavEcaS,67 as
indeed would have to be the case also in line 6, thus introducing a second irregularity.
and the lines of the preamble would appear as follows:
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I.G., I I2, 380-384, 383b.

64

Cf. Pritchettand Meritt, Chrontology,p. 5

65Pritchett and Meritt, op. cit., pp. 87-88.
('6 The namieis BvZw,the second of the Shepherd Kings of Egypt.

See Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Graiznmatikdearattischewntinschriften3,p. 40. It should be nioted
that the three examples cited by Meisterhans all colme from the 320's of the fourth century: I.G.,
II, 1672, lines 11-12 (7rpvTavEas); IC., JJ2, 373, line 17
JJ2
l.G.,
415, lines 14-15 ([ac]
to
be
assumed
in the present instance, at least it is not anais
If
the
irregularity
(7rpvTav'as~).
67

rLpv)Tav'Eat);

chronistic. At the end of line 4

Eypai[raTEvE]

must be written without nu-movable. There is all

examlpleof this peculiarity in another decree of 320/19, I.G.,

IIJ,

380.
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The calendar equation in lines 5-6 can be controlled by the other known inscriptions of this year. Dinsmoor follows Kirchner 68 in positing an intercalary year in
which prytanies I-III have 39 days each, prytanies IV-VIII 38 days each, prytany IX
37 days, and prytany X 40 days. This scheme has been built up on the basis of the
following equations:
Pryt. II 31
Pryt. V 36
Pryt. [X] 10

Boedromion 11 I.G., II2, 380
Posideon II 14 I.G., 112, 381, 382
[Thargelion 29] I.G., 112, 383b

To these may now be added also the equation of I.G., 12, 336b: 69
Pryt. [VIII] 2 6]-

Elaphebolion, last day.

The second and last equations are not consistent with the " ideal " civil calendar
of 320/19 as given by Dinsmoor in his Archons of Athiens, p. 429, where the sequence
of full and hollow months is tabulated as follows:
THEORETICAL

Name of Month
Hekatombaion
Metageitnion
Boedromion
Pyanepsion
Maimnakterion
Posideon
Posideon II

No. of Days
30
29
30
29
30
30
29

SCHEME

OF

320/19

Name of Month
Gamelion
Anthesterion
Elaphebolion
Mounichion
Thargelion
Skirophorion

No. of Days
30
29
30
29
30
29

Moreover, the new tentative equation of the present text (Pryt. VI 24= Gamelion 9)
cannot be reconciled with a hollow Posideon II, in view of the equation of I.G., 112,
381 and 382 (Pryt. V 36 = Posideon 111 4), unless it be assumed that Prytany V
had only 36 days. One might make this assumption and then allowv39 days each to
Prytanies IV and VII, so that Pryt. VIII 26 would be the 296th day of the year
with an equation to the last day of Elaphebolion (J.G., 12, 336b) as a full month.70
All proposed equations could be satisfied, in fact, within the ideal year only if the
sequence of prytanies were allowed to show the following minimnumirregularities:
I
39
68
69
70

I
39

III
39

ITV
39

V
36

VI
38

VII

39

VIII
38

IX
37

X
40

Dinsmoor, Archois of Athenis, p. 374. See Kirchner's notes on I.G., II2, 381 and 383b.
Pritchett and Meritt, Chlronoloay,p. 7.
Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology, assumed that this was the 295th day of the year.
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But it is not necessary to assu-methat the " ideal " civil calendar was the one
actually employed by the Athenian government. The advantages in the present study
of a full Posideon II can be obtained by postulating the reversal in the order of full
and hollow months not with Posideon (as in the table above) but with, for example,
Thargelion. In this case a table of months for 320/19 might be tentatively drawn
as follows:
TENTATIVE
SCHEME OF 320/19
No. of Days
30
29
30
29
30
29
30

Name of Month
Hekatombaion
Metageitnion
Boedromion
Pyanepsion
Maimakterion
Posideon
Posideon II

Name of Month
Gamelion
Anthesterion
Elaphebolion
Motinichion
Thargelion
Skirophorion

No. of Days
29
30
29
30
30
29

This scheme allows throughout the satisfaction of the known calendar equations
with less irregularity in the prytany sequence than the minimum noted above, as
follows:
I
39

II
39

III
39

IV
38

V
37

VI
39

VII
38

VIII
38

IX
37

X
40

The slight irregularity of a short length of the fifth prytany remains, but it is not
prohibitive; indeed, the equations from Prytanies V and X -show that at least one of
the last six prytanies must have had a maximum of 37 days anyway. It has been
assumed in the ideal Kirchner-Dinsmoor scheme that this w~asPrytany IX; it would
be equally possible for Prytany V.71
A minor variant on the tentative text proposed above with [a'pXav NE'atxpowi
instead of E"i-] avaypaqEc [3.
restored in line 2 is obtained by writing T']avaypa0E)[3
This makes no difference in the length of line, but merely pushes the right margin
one letter-space to the right. To judge from the photograph, this is not a desirable
change. It looks as if, in line 16 for example, there could not be more than four letters
and the right tnargin. This is the determination that one
between Ka] raXrq0b6q'vat
miakesby measurement across the photograph. It may be too small, for the right
margin is not preserved along the face of the stone, and if sufficient stone has been
broken away the full width cannot have been registered by the camera.72 The dis71 I.G., 112, 383 is no proof that Oineis could not have held the sixth prytany. For the correct
text of I.G., I12, 383, lines 2-5, see Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, p. 23.
72
This type of distortion in photographic reproductions is discussed by Meritt, Epigraphica
Attica, pp. 37-41.
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position of the text above, as shown on p. 236, requires five letters between Ka]raXkb6r3vac and the margin. This, assuredly, would seem to be a maximum, so that any
restoration (like [a'pxawvNeatx/kog c'] avaypawE/o [3 etc.) in line 2 which would
require an additional letter is ruled out. It may be, even, that five letters are one too
many. An examination of the stone would show at once whether this is the case, but
this recourse is obviously not feasible now while Greece is in the occupation of the
enemy. The possibility of a restoration with only four letters is outlined in the proposed text on pp. 234-235.
The case for restoration with apXcoav
in line 2 has now been stated.
NE/atxLVos
Unless it must be abandoned because of an impossible right margin (at present not
to be determinedwithout examination of the stone) it remains a solution worth consideration. The disadvantages are small, but relatively numerous, and their cumulative weight has led us not to advocate this as a preferred restoration. They are
(1) the relative rarity of the archon's name in the nominative in the preamble of a
decree, (2) absence of nu-movable on Eypah [ /J TEve] in line 4, (3) the spelling of
rpvravEag in lines 4 and 6j" and (4) the increased irregularity which must be assumed
in the sequence of the prytanies of 320/19.7

II.
Kat

OR

E"IT

THE PREAMBLE WITH

BEFORE THE TITLE OF THE REGISTRAR IN LINE

2

A tentative restoration of the preamble may be begun in line 2 as follows: [E7rT
NEatcXp,ov apXov-rosKat] avaypaoEaw[g 'ApXIE&KOV roV NaVKpiTIov Aajx7T]-rpE'w, etc. The
necessary stoichedon pattern calls for a division of the name 'ApXIE&KOvbetween lines
2 and 3, and so much of the text now has to be restored at the left instead of the right
side of the stone that the right margin is drawn in to a point where, in line 16 for
example, the final letter of Kal]raxrjf4-'vat would be beyond the edge of the stone.
This is a fatal objection to the proposed arrangement, which may be abandoned
without further ado. The same objection would be valid if Eiri were restored in line 2
instead of Kac: [ETC NEatXVOVapXovos7 Er
avaypa4Ec[s 'ApX1E81&KOV ToV; NavKp&ov
Aavi] rpE'wgetc.

As a type, quite apart from considerations of space here, the restoration with
The use of Kat is not epigraphically attested, though
it has sometimes been restored in other texts.75
If E'rt is to be preferred in principle, then the abbreviated form Esr' must also be
tested just as it was with the introductory fa6pxaVNE/atxvos1. The substitution of

EM- would probablybe preferable.

E`r'

for
7
74
75

E3rt

allows the nmargin to be moved one space to the right, to give stoichedon

To my mind the mnostserious textual objection.
This seems to me the least serious objection.
See ]Fritchettand Meritt, Chronology, p. 88.
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lines divided as follows:
NcaVKpiTov

Aaclx7T]

Epe

[E'T NEatcX/ov
Tqr [ S OV |VtE80

ET

a7T'] avaypafE&)
qt . ] i-'&W

apXovToS

[sg 'APXE18KOV

roV

1TpvTaVEtaS

EKTr/Sl

This text is, in effect, the same as that proposed above with [apxwv NE'atXog],
except of course for line 2 and for the margins, and it is subject to some of the same
objections:
NEaitov

[ert

TOV^ NaVKpl'Tov

[lKOV

5

ET]
E
a'pPXovros9

[E68Zo

AatT]r]pE'&s,

[s3Ot'v

E-,7L T-

. . ]w'O

vpvTaVEast

EKTr/S

[APXE]

avaypabE')[

0Eypacq[4i]

[arEVE Fa/v)Xt)l0vos E-v'aLtr
q 'tcL EVOV'E [ap]
[rT-

Kat

ELKOOrT-t

[Ct)

TpEOpwV

o 7EVr
[ov

Kai

acs3

TpVTavE']

....

ETE+IqJ/t4EV

/3oVX ^t

latatEvS\

T-S

E77TEVE

$TEL [p - E

] OfVxv

rTUt& pot

]

]

[a

EKKKqO-

A-q[,/E']

\/a'q

Nt] Kor pLaro[s

E7TEL&jq'

-K'TX.-]

The obvious difficulty, however, is still with the right margin. Too few letters
are restored at the ends of the lines. This can be remedied to the extent of one letterspace by assuming syllabic division.
[E-7TNEatixov
[lKOV

[iSo~

5

[TCt)

Aa/1T]rpEs

Kal

ElKOoT,r-l 7T7S

ETpO Opw
TE)EftTTEJfl()El

HaltlamEvwtElTEV

aL

7TpVTavE]

EKKXqO4

... ]O4W )

Upo1

E7TEL8

]

V]

O-i-cvj]
[

ETt

]

1TpVTaVEtac?

[EvE rtL /3ovXrt Ka\t rT&)t
[ov

avacypacbEwJ
[[ ApE

EIT I

.t .]
Oq Eypa|a
Fa/iYXt(voW 8EKacLrt '] rLa/E'VOV TET[p]

EKTr/'

[TEvE
[nrt

apxOVTOs

TOV NavKpLrov

l
[p

a
-

v

E

A-qpa'8-qAr[,qt'E

Nt] KooTparo

[s3 -crX.-]

This change relieves also the pressure in line 4, permitting the normal spelling
of 1rpvraVEtaS, and in line 5, permitting the restoration of the date as Gamelion 10.
The calendar determinationallows a smooth sequence of prytanies through the middle
of the year, in the sequence76
I
39

II
39

III
39

IV
38

V\
38

V\I
38

VII
38

VIII
38

IX
37

X
40

But the nu-movable is still absent frorn Eypact1''EVE in line 5, the spelling TrpvTavcEc
remains in line 6, and an uninscribed space has to be posited before the name of the
orator in line 8. In spite of every concession to gain space along the right margin,
in line 16, and within all
one can restore only one letter-space after KaL]raXAbOO3vat
reason this must be consideredbelow a minimurmrequirement. So wide an uninscribed
miarginof stone would be extraordinary.
76 Gamelion

10 is the 217th day of the year.
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Thus we return once again to the formula of the preamble with a stoichedon
line of 37 letters, as proposed on p. 234 above. Reference to this text shows syllabic
division, attested at the end of line 5 and so presumably employed elsewhere, as at
the end of line 8. The right margin as determined by the restorations agrees well
with the physical requirements of the stone as shown in the photograph, and many
small irregularities of other tentative proposals are obviated. The word Trpv-raVEtasg
in lines 4 and 6 is properly spelled, E'ypa/u.[ paEEvEI has the usual nu-movable in line 5,
and the calendar equation permits a regular sequence of months and prytanies
throughout the winter of 320/19. The irregularity which must be assumed is the
crowding by one letter of Oh'ElXoW at the end of line 3. This could be avoided by
assuming an extra uninscribed space at the ends of the other lines, perhaps writing in
but
lines 8-9 Arqpa&-ArJ[IEOv Hat !avt vE7TET
Nit] KoorTparo[v--KT.--],
this might perhaps push the margin too far to the right.7 It seems preferable to allow
OtVEZ83os, a word containing two iotas, to be written in the space of seven letters, or
(alternatively) to allow the final sigma to appear at the beginning of line 4, on the
principle that syllabic division began at the end of line 5. In any event the date by
prytany seems to have been the 24th, for no arrangement either of syllabic or nonsyllabic division will yield the alternatives of 4th, 14th, and 34th. It would be possible
to equate Pryt. IX 24 with Thargelion 5 (assuming Pryt. IX to have had 38 days)
and to make the appropriate restorations in lines 4 and 5, if one were to omit the
nu-movableof Eypa,t[tarTEVE. A de;cision cannot be reached with the evidence available,
so we have chosen the equation Pryt. VI 24 = Gamelion 10 as requiring less irregularity in restoration.
It will be observed that no syllabic division will permit the restoration [E'8o`Eh
in lines 7 and 8.78 We have chosen the alternative formula
Ka,urct 8&Ztant]
T& 03ovXAt
[Kat o-VTpOE8pOt], which is attested in I.G., 112,399 and 400, now known to belong
to the career of the elder Demades.79 It remains to note that a name longer than
['I]oqcxv might be restored in line 7, with [Kvpia] omitted at the end of line 6, and
[lTr7rEisj.
that the ethnic of Nikostratos, partly preserved in line 1, may have been D&X
because
but
The decree seems to be a grant of praise and citizenship to Nikostratos,
of its fragmentary nature the chief interest lies not in the decree proper but in the
practice in restoration afforded by the prescript and in the evidence this prescript contains for the calendar of the year 320/19.
It will be observed that Dinsmoor's theoretical civil calendar scheme (p. 237)
may be retained without change--as an alternative solution-if the text here proposed is correct and if the conciliar year has a sequence of prytanies as follows:
I
39
77
78

79

II
39

III
39

See above,P. 239.

IV
39

V
37

VI
38

This longer formula occurs instead of the more usual
Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology, pp. 3-4.

VII
39

VIII
37

f'8oEYvTwkS4

X
40

IX
37
in I.G.,

II2,

383b.
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PRAISE OF MIKALION
7. Fragment of Hymettian marble,
found on April 5, 1939, in an accumulated deposit of late date below the cliff
near Klepsydra. The back and left side are
preserved.
Height, 0.372 m.; width, 0.275 m.;
thickness,ca. 0.085 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 5772.
The lettering is stoichedon, with a
square checker pattern in which five lines.
or five rows, measure 0.05 m.

No. 7.
301/0-295/4

B.C.

YTOIX.29

[ . .]

So [v I-ov 'A6O7vakwV KaL ae& 7TpOOv]
ov eavre ov wapeEXetTraa-wiSta& SL]
[0]vaL OiTOVav EK[ao-rov
8e7rta&
a'ya9et]
Xe
r-o
84
&806xOma
[nr]X
EramECra]
[,uo

[

5

M&KaXZWva
I4?Xvov 'AXEA[av8p{e}ea K]
[a]

'

aavTOv XpVcr6'
cTcfkav6cLvaLw

[co] ? Kara
31v]oFa

10

rov

vouov

^1 rposg -v S' ,ov t['v
rrJ

[ ]wV

vtvat 8e M?KaXt*a
[o] vovs a" rov po$evovs

[a]

[o-TrEfdv]

apET7 '9 EVE Ka
Kai

'AtR7va]

[roV

EKV]

KaL evEpyr]
[Kai

rovi &7ruovrov AO71vatCaV
K[aGI y7j
a [iTrots Ka?]
EPKT?7ctLv UV=a&

[L] oLKtav

Ka]
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[a]I'OV

VOzOV oirwQ6av GUo

XocitrWvreoqn 0,uog
o'

15

8ELKV1VLL`OVTaVTt

Tarv

%

%i

,

[v

Kas ota-ay

TL/L[a rorg ev]
nv

[vvotav Ka]
aftav EKacrTovq2ava [yp6y*au
.

*,

19

e

,

,0

,

8S]

o
ro

')
[XtOl'veTr]
4t7k&o-a
Ev or,'Xe&
o>
[ crT1o-ca ]
Ka
ov ypa/4LuaTEa TV- 07.,u0V
v a&Kpo1ToAe&XE 8e r7v ava[ypa%rjv nl]

ro8E
T

20

c

s 0r771 vsoivat
Ka&

rovs rptr[rvdpXovf]
gi]
T?v geera-qv u AA A: 8 [pax,.ia%s

& Ta KaT +n+u,qao
c^
A
f
EVW1/ TWt 0S7@F.LC

r a [vaX&ouKoP]

The date of the inscription can be fixed within limits by the mention of the
trittyarchs and the exetastes as disbursing officers.8"The writing is much like that
of I.G., II2, 557.
SITOPHYLAKES

(?) OF THE CITY

8. Fragment of Pentelic marble, with the right side and back preserved, found
on May 9, 1939, in Section IL Height, 0.255 m.; width, 0.222 m.;
thickness, 0.155 m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.008 m.
Inv. No. I 5824.
The lettering is stoichedon,five lines
measuring 0.082 m. and five coluimns
0.08 m. The writing is so nearly like
that of I.G., I2, 472 that it may well be
by the same hand; but the disposition
of the present text is slightly more open.8"

No. 8Meritt, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 278-280.
81 A photograph of I.G., 112, 472 is given in Ath. Mitt., XXXIX, 1914, p. 288.
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Ot EITI a---

[E7TEt8&

LpX

Io Io[s

31

ip4KI

Kac [7Ep]
UtKa0&xs
Th1v apX?Qv KaX&)s Ka'
ETEf1EXOVvTOr ]acs EvO9v[va 8j
[I iravrTw COv E
EIatvEcOat
aVj T0ov apETrr) E L[V1
[E&X'KaWrtv
[av

5

[EKa KaUt &Katoc`vVTs nj] ] E1S O?v &r?j,ov
[Tov 'AOfqvaiov Kat CTEO]amOcrcat EKao-Tov

[cavrcv Xpvot

[

?

[10

[

aro * X: 8paxlv
K]'q4tLoE'a Nt'K(va
Atov'v
A]toavrov

oTESavI]

]voorTparov

E

Evtcp

?_

-]V Evtpov
Aiptp8]
[rjv
`Ast&va-t4o
?rovs
[v 0ITE2avsc(ooat 8E KaU av`ro]0v rOVKX'?p[cor?]
[v ypapWarEaL

?]

The decree honors a board of six men (lines 7-13) and their secretary (line 14)
who was chosen by lot. One is reminded of the decree published in Hesperia, VI,
1937, pp. 445-446, which honored the board of sitophylakes of the archonship of
Athenodoros (240/39 B.C.) and their allotted secretary. The present board is not
defined on the preserved part of the stone, but they may also have been the Sitophylakes of the City.
Aristotle ('AO. HoA., 51, 3) recorded that the sitophylakes had originally been
ten in number, five for the city and five for the Peiraeus, but that in his day the number
had been increased to twenty for the city and fifteen for the Peiraeus. The honorary
decree of the archonship of Athenodoros proves that by 240/39 the number for the
city had been again reduced to five. Inasmuch as this falls within the period of the
twelve tribes, it was possible to assume that the secretary made up the group of six
so as to divide the board evenly between Athens and the Peiraeus with equality also
in tribal representation. Presumably in the early period mentioned by Aristotle, when
there were only ten tribes, the secretary had not been counted in the fixing of tribal
distribution. Nor, apparently, was he counted as one of the critical number in the
inscription publishedhere. The text names, or has place for, six members of the board
in addition to the secretary. This represents the Aristotelian norm, with allowance
mnadefor the fact that this inscription probably should be dated after the creation of
the Macedonian tribes. Its nearest parallel in physical appearance (I.G., 112, 472;
see above) belongs in 306/5 B.C., and if there was equal division between Athens and
the Peiraeus the six names of commissionersin themselves suggest a date after 307 B.C.
It will be observed that the names of the commissioners are arranged in tribal
order with the demes: Kephisia (III),
-( ?),
( ?)
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(?), Auridai (X), and Aphidnai (XI). This is a normal method of
keeping the record, though it should be noted that the tribal order was not followed
in Hesperict, VI, 1937, pp. 445-446.
Before Aristotle's time, therefore, there was a board of ten (with two secretaries) and at some time after 307 B.C. (perhaps ca. 300) there was a normal board
of twelve (likewise with two secretaries). This is reasonably sure to have been the
case if the definition of the board in the present text has been rightly determined.
At any rate the board of 240/39 B.C. shows that there had been a change back toward
normal from the expanded commissions of Aristotle's day, and it may be that the
present text enables us to fix the return to normal earlier than has been possible
hitherto.
It seems clear that the large commissions in existence when Aristotle wrote his
chapter on the Sitophylakes in the 'AO7ivai'wv HloArEta were occasioned directly by the
conditions of famine in Athens in the 320's. Epigraphically, a scarcity of grain is
proved from 330/29 to 328/7 B. c. by I.G., 112, 360, a decree which mentions contributions made by Herakleides of Salamis in both these years and praises him for
them. In 328/7 there were systematic contributions (I.G., 112, 360, lines 10-11: KaL
lraXLi 0oT at EITL&OXETE 'cuav E'ITE&KE : XXX : 8paXwd; lines 70-71: Ka' IT'XTv
E'Ovrvctiav XXX apaxa,6),
which indicate that extraEtg
KpvTOV apXovTro9 E1TEJKEV --ordinary measures were being taken to relieve the shortage. Equally extraordinary
measures of control would have been in order. The functions of the enlarged boards
of sitophylakes, as described by Aristotle, were (1) to see that the grain in the market
was sold fairly, (2) to see that the millers sold barley-meal at a price corresponding
to the price of the barley, and (3) to see that the bread-merchants sold loaves at prices
corresponding to the price of the wheat, and of such weight as they might prescribe.
In difficult times the control of prices required a commission of more than the normal
one man per tribe.
The names of the commissioners in the present text are not otherwise known.
It seems at first glance that Diophantos (line 9) might be the same as Atfav1roq
?LOViVcO&OpOV
rIyoV,o-Log,who was secretary of the Council in 30312 B.C.82 The patronymic ALovv- -- is readily expanded to AcOvv[o-o8&pov], and no considerations of
space forbid the restoration of the demotic (hyyov'o-tovin line 10. The difficulty is
that the deme Phegous belongs to the tribe Erechtheis, which is already represented
on the board by E --of Kephisia (lines 7-8). It is best to attempt no supplement
for the patronymic, and to abandon this identification. As more and more Attic names
are discovered there is a natural increase in the danger of identifying homonyms.
The name Eupheros in line 11 is a case in point. Some years ago this name was known
only in association with the demes of Kephisia and Aphidnai.8" A certain IpE"7TL9

--

82

Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology, p. xv.

83

Kirchner, P.A., 6044 and 6045.
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was thought to have been secretary of the Council in 422/1, so it seemed not
unreasonableto restore his demotic as 'A+&SvaZoS in one of the Athenian tribute-quota
lists (List 33),84 thereby determining the date of the list. New evidence was not long
in coming to show how wrong this was, and the list in question is now assigned to
418/7 with Prepis in 421/0 ..c."5 It is possible even that Prepis was from Xypete.8"
If that is true, presumablyhis father also was from Xypete. This inscription reveals
a fourth deme, Auridai, associated with the name Eupheros. The precision in restoration that seemed possible five years ago seems to have been made plausible largely
by lack of evidence.
The restorations of lines 2-4, it should be noted, are given by way of example.
Other wordings are possible, though the sense must remain much the same. It would

Ev -rpov

be epigraphically within bounds to read
SE&OKWYW

Kac [Karac rov

v4guovS

Kac eireLo&7 r] a

et"01va [

v---1 .
THE RIGHT OF ASYLUM AT SMYRNA

9. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found on April 5, 1933,
in a fill of Turkish or later date in Section 1.
Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.147 m.; thickness, 0.06 m.

Height of letters, 0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 672.
The lettering is stoichedon, five lines measuring ca. 0.07 m. and five columns
measturingon centers ca. 0.047 m.
:STOIX. 49

ca. 246 B.C.

l?

KaW1 Tr)v

[Xovo-av

s X6 [pav f3e/8acoL KW Tr,v 1TaTpta
EIYYEXXaLI
6r 1Lvpvawv
g1pEoJ3EVTa& aW7rEOTaaXKE]
] a' voCwv O68[,ikoq

[Ka& airo&]

8etKTat

[PwVi" Ka']

/3e'/8aov

[v-

8e8 oX0 ]a1

[pa

14.kvpv]awv

777 [v Evlvo&av

o%-o[av rposg 77v ITOX&vaVrfl'
coF

je'iiatwEoa

KaL 7rpocr[

??

87 1

[..5...

O]Keca

KaracL[a

[..6.

]CEV

TErO[?

.-

Trov /3ac-&XEcoqY2EAEVKOVELXLK]

*

?

7O
rovS

K(U

'rpos 70

'KOvTag 1TpEo/ev7raL

rv
??

7r7v Yparov&K[L8a

[po8riqv]

[[

verapj

avwroZ]

[avoo&rorEw

5

Te

LEpo]

lra

'A4]

I

?

]V7--_E_

Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, Vol. I, p. 200. For the text
cf. p. 151. See also Meritt's article in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 57-58.
8 Meritt, A.J.P., LXII, 1941, pp. 1-15.
86
See the text of I.G., 12, 773c in A.J.P., LXII, 1941, p. 11.
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The lettering serves to date the inscription near the middle of the third century
It is much like that of the decree published as Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 11, and
indeed I once thought that the two pieces might be part of one document. But the
subject matter does not allow this association. The present text deals with the right
of asylum in the city of Smyrna and in the sanctuary of Aphrodite Stratonikis, as
will appear below, while the decree publislhed earlier seems to be in praise of a local
Athenian board of magistrates. The letters IOIX formerly left without restoration
in line 6 87 are part of the phrase [o
]- 0 x [Etporo0rTOE7E9
?
- -],
and lines
6-8 may accordingly be read:
B.C.

[?-

ELITEV'

EITEU7

Ot

?

--Ot' X[ELP]

e]

EvtavIrov -r
-qvira[

0
---TovE
EPXapXovIoT

[oTo0IqOEVTE9ES

[ITLLE"XEtavAI[

***

So the new piece is not part of the older text, though it looks much like it and
may well be by the same hand. The associations of the present text are determined
by the appearance of the name Stratonikis in line 8.
Early in his reign Seleukos II had confirmed the autonomy and democracy of
Smyrna and had written to " the kings, dynasts, cities, and nations," asking that they
accept the sanctuary of Aphrodite Stratonikis and the city of Smyrna as inviolate.88
One of his letters was sent to Delphi, and the Smnyrnaeans for their part sent two
envoys, Hermodoros and Demetrios. to ask that the concessions given to them be
inscribed in the sanctuary. The city of lDelphi granted both requests, and their decree
in reply to Smyrna is still almost perfectly preserved."9
Apparently the Smyrnaeans sent envoys also to Athens to support the proposal
made by the king. Basing a judgment on preserved words alone, one may read in
?
] /3'/3atov ov'or[av --]. This is
lines 3-5: O 8-'[/LO9 --aco&E]8EtKrat mr[v
part of one of the mnotivating clauses of the decree, and is preceded by the words
a vo65v. Here the demos of Smyrna, bearing in mind certain considerations set forth
in the early lines now largely lost, states its case to the demos of the Athenians.
Naturally, this was done through accredited representatives, and it is reasonable to
expect that the language of the Athenian response-which we have before us-reflects
in some measure the language of the address of the ambassadors.
Such would have been the case also at Delphi, so the restorations offered above
for lines 1-3 have been taken from the Delphic text (O.G.I.S., no. 228, lines 8-9)
verbatimi: Kailra VTE v7raPpXovoGavav-roL xcopav /3E/3Ua0t Kat ra\v IarpTpi[a]
Er7TayyEXXE7-rac
See Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 9.
88O.G.I.S., no. 229, lines 10-12:
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TOlJS
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SvvaTaS

auvXov Etvat Kal TApoATpo&'rs

O.G.I.S., no. 228.
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EO'v JetojuaS
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This was the last clause of the Delphic text naming the benefactions of
Seleukos to Smyrna, and, as restored in the present text, it forms one of the considerations summed up in a voov of line 3 which led the Smyrnaeans to emphasize
their friendship with Seleukos.90 These restorations determine the tentative length
of line, which is of course conjectural just as the restorations themselves are conjectural. I have followed the outline of the Delphic text still fturther by allowing
mention of the ambassadors to appear in line 3 and the formula of resolution to appear
in line 6. But with so much lost it would be rash to affirm that this arrangement is
correct. The certain fact, in my opinion, is that this decree is part of the Athenian
reply of acceptance given to the plea from the city of Smyrna that the right of asylum
be recognized for the city and the sanctuary of Aphrodite Stratonikis.
Inasmuch as the Delphic response was given in a Pythian year, the date assumed
for it has been either 246 or 242 B.C., soon after the accession of Seleukos ILJ9` The
question of date becomies involved, though not intimately, with that of the founding
of the Aitolian Soteria, for Athens accepted the Soteria in the archonship of Polyeuktos (249/8) and Smyrna accepted the Soteria in a decree which must be dated in
247/6 or later--because it names Seleukos as king-and in which she addressed the
Aitolian League with reference to her own rights of asylum.92 The acceptance by
Smyrna followed more closely after the acceptance by Athens if the issue of asylum
was raised in 246, and if Smyrna took this occasion to send her belated acceptance
of the Soteria. It may be that the sanme ambassadors traveled to Athens and to
Delphi.93 If the Athenians did not delay their reply, or if-as our restoration in line 6
implies-they praised these ambassadors while they were present in the city, then the
date of the Athenian text also should be 246 B.C.94
aTro5w'OXEW.

PRAISE

OF THE EPHESIANS

10. Fragment of Hymettian marble, with the right side and rough-picked back
preserved, found in the wall of a modern house in Section BB on October 17, 1938.
The preserved side shows marks of a fine-toothed chisel.
90
,LELKpLV%j

For
Kl

[EIXWKpLVi Kat]
,8EI3a/aI

/3#Ejatov

7rOlOVILEVOVS

V/Las

in lines 4-5, see, for example, O.G.I.S., no. 227, lines 12-14:
7rpOs

TOabstXovs

(7OEty

KaL

/LEqV'pEVOV3

wv aV

EV

7rf

E..

O'W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 114; L. Robert, B.C.H., LIV, 1930, pp. 326-

332; W. B. Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Discoveries, pp. 117-118,
and references there cited.
92 Fontilles de Delphes, III, 1, no. 483. Cf. Dinsmoor, loc. cit. The date of Polyeuktos here
given is taken from Pritchett and Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, pp. xxi and 30,
note 17.
93 We have assumed a certain similarity in the Delphic and Athenian responses, which
would
be natural if the representations in both cities were made by the same envoys. Cf. L. Robert, B.C.H.,
LIV, 1930, p. 326, note 1.
14 For alternative dates of O.G.I.SS.,no. 229 see Ferguson, op. cit., p. 127.
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The lettering is much like that of Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 49 (192/1 B.C.)95 and
Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 19 (166/5 B.C.). It is a distinctive style which Dow thought
came from only one hand.9"My own opinion that the similarities need not imply an
identity of hands has been expressed elsewhere,97and I do not wish to claim common
authorship for the writing of the present text. But so far as the epigraphical evidence
is concerned, a date ca. 200 B.C. is not improbable. I suggest it because of the possibility that the subject-matter of this inscription may be related to that of another
decree in praise of Ephesos 98 which Robert has shown to refer to the Ptolemaia at
95

See Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology, pp. 113-116.
esperia, Suppl. I, p. 107.
98Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 448-453.
Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, p. 104.

96H
97
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Athens.99 In that decree I7pEo-/3EV-attcome to Athens bringing a decree of praise from
Ephesos; they are received by a OECOpOUKOg, and Athens responds with a decree in
praise of Ephesos. In the present textO
@ E)pOt (line 1) come from Ephesos (line 6),
perhaps bringing decrees of praise (line 11), and Athens praises in return the demos
of Ephesos. The suggestion that these delegates also came for the celebration of the
Ptolemaia is made with the tentative restoration Kam' ra llroXE,Jkaxtain line 2. This
is conjectural, but if it is correct the date ought to be earlier than 196 B.C. when
Ephesos ceased to be under the control of Ptolemy.100
In line 11 the final letters airoo-ra- are certain. The letters which I have written
as Taconsist merely of the tip of an upper horizontal stroke, with finials, appropriate
for tau (but also appropriate for gamma, epsilon, or zeta) and the two uprights of
alpha. So far as the traces remain this second letter is, in fact, lambda and perhaps
should be read as <a>; I have no suggestion for a restoration with lambda. In line 6
the first preserved letter seems, fronmthe photograph, to be omega. I have restored
Irv 8 'pov r] <o>v 'EbEo4tIwv.There are undoubtedly other restorations than
etc., I
pawrain line 11. Sonme,like rov` 8E rpa` r?ov83aoX]'a aora[Xevrcs,

7atfnr4+ohave tried

and rejected because they involve conclusions not otherwise supported by the preserved lines.

Very little of the decree proper is preserved, except the formula of resolution
and the stereotyped phraseology of the granting of praise and crown. The opening
lines, which recorded the several items of motivation, included also praise of the
delegates from Ephesos for the exemplary conduct of their mission while they were
in Athens. There must also have been acknowledgment of decrees passed at Ephesos
in honor of Athens, if the restoration of 7a roa-/ara in line 11 is to be justified.
The first preserved lines of the earlier decree praising Ephesos have been interpreted by Robert also as the concluding paragraph in its items of motivation.10' The

text which he proposes may be reconstructed as follows:
[..]OYLAEI9
[VE] tiv0

[---KOov

ayavoOE'Tqv (or

Tov

ETELta&vo yV/w[WKOgWaWy(ov TVV1TEXE(O,

Oavot Xpvcrht

oa--Ekavct)

tEpOK

EV1otag

Tov

T-rg Etg 7r)v

avayopE]

pVKa)
o

o

[Kam-aTov vo6ptovrOv 8&mov

/3Etas EIVEKaT-7g vTpOg
Tovg [ OEOVs Kat

102

OWE]

'AOh,vatOvEvETE]
/3ovXrv]

99L. Robert, EtItdes 'pigraphiques et philologiques (Paris, 1938), pp. 62-69. To avoid confusion one should note that in his note 6 on p. 62 Robert twice gives incorrect references to Hesperia.
For Vol. V read Vol. VI, and for Vol. VI read Vol. VII. The same mistake (V for VI) also
appears in his index (p. 318).
100 Cf. Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 452; Robert, op. cit., p. 69.
101
L. Robert, op. cit., p. 66: Donc, ces lignes ne font pas partie des decisions, mais des considerants du decret, la oiule decret rappelle ce qu'ont dit devant le peuple athenien les ambassadeurs
ephesiens et les honneurs qu'ils lui ont annonces.
102
L: Robert, op. cit., pp. 65-66.
103
KTX.
Or perhaps: [avayopEVEtv (vel simile) ro-vaywvo6E]'qv, E7rEta&V
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Robert restores the formula of resolution 8E&0XOat rcot 8&vcot in line 5,104 and so
asstimes that the preserved lines record all the decisions of the decree proper.'05
This interpretation is erroneous, for the attempt to do away with the phrase
701v 8&ko1)701
v
in line 5,
'A6h,vatkv, which seemed embarrassing as the subject of EXE'O-Oat
has resulted in the substitution

of another

space-filler,

8EAo0X6at r6th 8&7/q,t, xvhich is

demonstrably out of place. The conclusive evidence that the formula of resolution
cannot have appeared in line 5 is that the beginning of one of the resolutions appears
in line 1.
The photograph published by Margaret Crosby in Hesperia, VI. 1937, p. 449,
shows that there are not two letter-spaces before the preserved letters of lines 1 and
2, but only one. Robert's suggested avayopEvE] V for lines 1-2 thus makes a proper
syllabic division.106 At the beginning of line 1 the reading is [r]oVs 8E IKO
Here is preserved the characteristic opening (with 8E') of a new clause embodying
one of the items resolv,ed upon in the decree. It is not, and cannot be construed as,
part of a clause of motivation. Moreover, the letters IK9, which I should prefer to
read !KO with K and 0 quite certain, fall into place appropriately as part of the word
)KO[1ra9l, which Dittenberger lists in his index (S.I.G., IV', p. 373) as in common
use wvithambassadors: pierumque de legatis. The construction of the decree shows
that the Athenians resolved to let the ambassadors who had come from Ephesos make
their proclamation of a golden crown for the demos of Athens when they could have
an opportunity to come before the people at the celebration of the yVtwwKog aycov.107
Thus we find also a smooth transition in thought from the privileges granted the
ambassadors to the election of the theorodokos in lines 5-6. Thle program for the
appearance of the ambassadors having been settled, the Athenian demos resolved to
Op.

cit., p. 66: Donc, la formule de resolution, qui separe ces deux parties d'un decret,
se trouve juste 'a la ligne 5. Precisement, non seulement la restitution proposee pour la ligne 5 n'a
rien de necessaire, mais elle a ete jugee embarrassante. J'ecris: Ka{ TOV 8DLOV Troy 'EOE4tov [&EXOUat
104

TrCit8 /tw

'AE&OatLE?v]EOWpOUOKOVf$ 'A%,rivat&v airacv-r[v

EiratvErat

8E KTX.].

Op. cit., p. 66: Ce fragment de decret nous conserve donc toutes les decisions prises, en
cette affaire, par le peuple athenien.
106 The penultimate letter cannot have been eta, so Robert's alternative reading JywvoE'r]?qv need
no longer be considered (note 103).
in line 2 is correct, though I prefer y4vyrat
107 I believe that Robert's reading yvFw[vKoS ay6v]
for the verb, with the subject of orciE?PavoZspecified precisely as o SL,uos o 'E&or(JV.
to his orvvTEXEATorY
105
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assign responsibility for their entertainment while in the city. One can restore the
ELpoTOi o-at, or perhaps better as roviots
second half of line 5 as roZs' 8E TpEo/3EVTat9
v
8E TOV 8-IoV <EtpoTovrqaa.I read the text as follows:
ca. 220 B.c.

NON-YTOIX.ca. 50
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was inadvertently omitted by both Crosby and Robert.

109Previous readings give, incorrectly, -o'v.
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It is epigraphically possible to restore in line 5: Ka't To'v 8r)/pov Tov 'E0E0tWV [Kat
EXEO-Ocat 8E]. One may argue in favor of this version the fact
Tov ,acrLAXEa lToXEa`aov
that Athens praised Ephesos for her good will toward Ptolemy (line 9) and that in
the exchange of compliments it would be natural to find Ephesos praising Athens for
the same reason. But the phrase Kal T-ov83a-LXE'aHoXAE1atLovleaves so little room that
EXE'o-Oat
must be supplied instead of XEtporovrat, which seems slightly preferable in

view of the fact that the theorodokos was elected by show of hands (KEXELPoTO'v-Tat
in line 23), and that there is no place to name the subject of the verb (EX E'O-ator
XELpoToov)o-aL) or

to specify for whom the theorodokos was chosen. In the Parian

decree, for example, in which Paros acknowledged and accepted the invitation to the
provision was made both for whom
Magnesian festival of Artemis Leukophryene,1"0
and by whom the theorodokos was to be selected (lines 49-51): EX[E'-]Oat ' -rOv
[E pi'it
0'p[E]8pOV
7,TP

Cl
Kai'6p8KV
OEW(OpOKOV-, 0o-Tt9

0XO[KClTl
TO'tg 'rayy'Xxovatv
OEa)po0
[0K'4]G0Et
E-TyEXv-wqi

-rov

icw
aywva

roDr[o]v; and at the end of the inscription (lines 74-75) the verb of selection X[Eo]Oat

wrras
repeated in the historical record:

[OE]opoP[8O'Kog

tp]E'Oq

'AXE'av8posNEO[KV'] 8OV.

is not given, for it is
In the Ithakan response to MAagnesia"' the subject of EXE'o-Oat

the same as the subject of the preceding clause-which is not the case in our present
text. The purpose of the election, however, is again specified (lines 22-23): E'XrEOat
8E Kait OEapoUoKoV
Ta aEt irapayto/0tEVa[g] OEcOpiasgrapa rcov MayrTiOVVITO g8Eov/IEvov
v'-rcov. The restoration suggested above for line 5 is designed to answer the questions

" for whom.?" and " by whom? " in the election of the theorodokos, and to introduce
the verb which later appears in the historical record.
One does not know how much of the decree still is lost, but the lost portion must
be considerable, including the preamble, the motivation, the formula of resolution,
and at least one clause-possibly more-of the motions adopted.
A DELIAN INVENTORY
11. The three fragments published in Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 39, as part of
an inventory were soon identified by Pierre Roussel as the Athenian publication of
one of the Delian records.1"2 In particular, lines 17-28 of the Agora text were shown
by him to correspond to a passage in one of the Delian inventories of the archonship
of Phaidrias 113 which in its continuationi also covered the items of the Agora text
of lines 9-15. NNumerousother observations made by Roussel have been incorporated.
in the new text now given here. Lines 1-8 seem to have been inscribed near the top
of the stone, for it is probable that an original upper edge is preserved not far above
111S.I.G.3, 558.
B.C.H., LVIII, 1934, pp. 96-100. The same identification was made by Tod and Woodward,
who kindly sent suggestions as to readings and interpretation.
113
Now published as Inscriptions de Delos, 1432.
nOS.I.G.3, 562.
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line 1. Now a new fragment may be added to the original three, probably to be
assigned a position between.line 8 and the text of the other two fragments, because it
corresponds in a considerable degree with another Delian record most fully preserved
as Inscriptions de Delos, 442. This correspondence gives the first indication of the
probable length of line in the Agora text.
Lines 5-12 of Inscr. Delos, 442 B. are
similar in content to the lines here published as 17-25, and if restorations are
taken from them for the Agora fragment
the length of the line must have been approximately 115 letters.
Fragment of Hymettian marble,
broken on all sides, found north of the
Acropolis on June 19, 1937.
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Inv. No. I 94b.
The new fragment is given the designation b in the text below, and a photograph
is published here. The other fragments
(a, c, and d) are figured in Hesperia, III,
1934, p. 52.
ca. 166 B.C.
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For the anomalous association of singular and plural
relative pronouns in line 50, cf. Inscr. Delos, 1432, line
E4' -- Taa (DO, &iVOXK7 Spax - - -.
77: a6XXvjv
Roussel,
op. cit., p. 99, note 7, suggests as possible the restoration
of line 3 with the name of the archon Demares, whom
he dates in 179 B.c. His date for the inscription (B.C.H.,
LVIII, 1934, p. 100) is " vers 166," and in Inscr. Delos,
commentary on no. 1432 (p. 121), he expresses the
opinion that the Agora fragments represent the oldest
grouping of these silver vases known from the second
period of Athenian domination. However, lines 16-25 of
the new fragment represent a grouping of other objects
that dates back at least to the beginning of the second
century (cf. Iniscr. Delos, 380, lines 5-1 1; 385, lines 5-21).
THE PRYTANEIS

OF KEKROPIS

12. Three fragnments of a decree honoring the
prytaneis of Kekropis were published by Dow in Hesperia, Suppl. I (1937), pp. 156-158, no. 89. To these a
fourth may now be added, joining directly above Dow's
fragment B. Tts right edge is preserved, but it is broken
on all other sides. It was found in the cellar of a modern
house in Section II on June 18, 1935.
Height, 0.195 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness,0.04m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m.
Inv. No. 1 3046.
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ca. 128

NON-ETOIX. ca.

B.C.
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The new fragment preserves the ends of three lines of the so-called " second "
decree. These can be restored from well-known formulae and so they determine within
limits the original width of the stone. It is impossible to give exact figures, but one
is on fairly safe ground in positing a line of about 65 letters and a width of stone of
about 0.60 m. The lines which make these determinations possible are numbered in
our text from 7 to 10. In lines 8-9 the phrase [E] s [r0X7
'v XtOvrX'v] instead of the
more usual Ev o-r'4X'qtXtOiv'qthas its parallel in I.G., I12, 1004, line 16, which is of
approximately the same date (12211) as the present inscription. In line 9 also the
phraseology is similar to that of Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 96, line 9, which is dated
in 104/3.
A knowledge of the approximate width of the stone makes other determinations
possible. It can be computed from the remains of names in the last column of the
catalogue that its width was about 0.15 mn.This means that the catalogue itself had
four columns. A complete list of the prytaneis of Kekropis toward the end of the
second century would comprise about 59 lines, for there would have to be room for
the 50 councillors and, if all demes wvererepresented, for 9 demotics. The demotics
to be expected are: Aie(OVEZt, 'AXatEZ3,Aat8aXiSat, 'EITLEWLK8at, MEXtrEZ1, 4VTEratOVE%,
and TpWE,ELEE?s.'14 Of these 2vIWErat] oVEs, [Aat] aLXit8at, and
lltOEZ,:srvwaXArrtot,
['EvLEWK]i&at now appear in column IV (lines 58, 66, 69). If the probable 59 lines
of the catalogue were divided as evenly as possible among the four columns, one may
assume that there were 15 lines in each of the first three columns and 14 lines in
column IV. It is evident from this calculation that parts of nearly all the lines in
column IV have been preserved. Xypete is represented with 7 names, Daidalidai is
represented by 2 names, and Epieikidai is represented by 1 name. In Dow's publication 115 it is assumed that there were two demesmen from Epieikidai. I make the
same assumption here, and so keep the full roster of column IV with 14 lines of text.
Presumably the fifteenth line was uninscribed.
The piece which Dow (loc. cit.) has ptublishedas fragment A contains the last
lines of two columns of the catalogue and parts of two of the citations which followed.
Enough is preserved so that one can measure the distance from center to center of the
two citations. It amounts to about 0.095 m. It is obvious therefore that the six citations which followed the catalogue in a normal text were all arranged in one row at
the bottom of this inscription. Though precise measurement is not to be expected,
it is apparent, I believe, that the six citations represent again approximately the
calculated 0.60 m. width of the stone. Furthermore the face of one of the preserved
columns of names falls precisely on a line with the center of one of the wreaths of the
citations below it. This arrangement is possible, in view of the fact that there were
four columns and six citations, either for the face of column II or for the face of
114

The deme Kikynna never belonged to Kekropis. See Dow, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 188.

115

HesPeria,Suppl. I, p. 157.
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column IV. The line of column II projected downward would bisect the second citation and the line of column IV projected downward would bisect the fifth citation.
It follows therefore that the names preserved, in large part. of fragment A belong
either to column II or column IV of the catalogue. They cannot belong to column IV,
because if they did one would have to supply below the preserved remains of that
column where the right margin is preserved another demotic together with the three
names of fragment A. This would extend column IV to a minimum of 17 lines and
destroy the symmetrical composition of the list. We therefore place fragment A in
our reconstructed text so that its names fall in columns I and II (lines 24 and 40-42).
The citations below the catalogtuename first the Treasurer of the Council. This officer
usually came last in the sequence of citations, so his position here is anomalous."6
Dow published fragment C with a note that the wording of its first two lines
was puzzling. But these two lines must belong to the end of the " first" decree, for
the citation immediately below them is for the Treasurer of the Prytaneis. These
lines can in fact be restored with the usual formulae as is indicated in lines 1-2 above.
I note also that the name of the Treasurer (line 4) should be Mnason. In line 70
I read the letter at the fractured edge of the stone either as upsilon or chi, rather
than as nu (as by Dow), and so restore [ ?
]Xos.
GRAVE MONUMENT
13. Fragment of Pentelic marble found on June 15, 1938, in Section fl. The
right side (smoothly-dressed) and
bottom are preserved.
Height, 0.17m.; width. 0.20m.;
thickness, 0.095 m.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.-0.02 m.

Inv. No. I 5542.
ca. 100 B.c.(?)

r

ca.6

]E

aiov
['Aob&8v]
[Ovyl]aTqp
5

[1rp]arovog
['A4t ] 8vaiov
[Iyv]T
No. 13.

116

See Dow's comment, op. cit., p. 18.
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RELIEF

14. Fragment of a sculptured relief of Pentelic marble, with part of the roughpicked back and the smooth bottom preserved, found in the cellar of a modern house
in Section IT on February 4, 1932.
Height,0.27m.; width,0.31
m.; thickness, 0.085 m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.0.015 m.
Inv. No. 1 132.
First Century B.C.
NeWLK

a,gK
'EXs

e';.

No. 14.

The relief represents a chair, facing right. with a seated figure whose foot rests
upon a stool. Part of the drapery falls back slightly between the front legs of the
chair. At the right is the lower part of a standing figure. The inscription is cut
against the background beneath the chair, and seems to be complete in three lines:
NE&Ki1agI'EpXe-.I interpret 'EpXEas an abbreviated form of the demotic 'EpxELev1.
a misspelling or perhaps a variant (otherwise unattested) of 'EpX&ev4.Harpokration
cites a topical form 'EpXEiaGev from Deinarchos' speech Kara' reovov, but the supplement 'EpXe(t'a&ev) would seem to me less likely than 'EpXE(&Evs)."

The records of the excavation describe the relief as part of a funeral stele. Such
reliefs were rare in early Hellenistic Athens, and became common again only after
the law of Demetrios of Phaleron against expensive grave monuments had lost its
effectiveness. Some sculpturedgrave stelai of the second century have been preserved,
but complete freedom of choice in the use of funeral monuments was not recovered
until the beginning of the Empire."8
117

A misspelling 'EpX<t>e(('s)is also a possibility.
See J. Kirchner, " Das Gesetz des Demetrios von PhMieronzur Einschrankung des Graberluxus," Die Antike, XV, 1939, pp. 93-97.
118
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A DEDICATION
15. Fragment from the left side of a block of Pentelic marble, found near
Hephaistos St. otutsidethe excavations on June 30, 1931.
Height, 0.095 mi.; width, 0.159 m.;. thickness, 0.20 m.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.
Inv. No. 1 123.

No. 15.

The under surface is broken away, but the top is original though not carefully
finished. In the top near the right edge is a circular socket ca. 0.05 m. in diameter
and about 0.10 m. back from the front edge. The restorations indicate that this
cutting was approximately in the center of the block. The inscription is cut on the
face of a large drip moulding, and above it 'is a taenia ca. 0.02 m. high. The left side
of the block is carefully smoothed.
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49/8 B.C. (?)
[

2or4] 9

[8apX asf]
XaaXua

[E ] v ro') 47R, A7 [ poXdpovs]
- -]
apxovroa Ev [av[a

The inscription.is a dedication of Roman date, possibly similar to that already
known fromI.G., JJ2, 2994: [---'AXapVfvEO Xua 8a[p]x,7craqEv TW$ Cir MevaWvpov
apXovroq envavriot MovucraLsaveOq19KEV. The name of the archon. Demochares, has been

restored from Kirchner's table in I.G., 112, Pars IV, fasc. I, p. 25, though an earlier
date within the century is not excluded. Kirchner lists an earlier Demochares in 78/7
and an archon Demetrios in 50/49, whose name also might be restored. A text from
the Agora, as yet unpublished (Inv. No. I 2388), names also an archon Demetrios
of .82/1.1

THE EMPEROR HADRIAN
16. Fragment of a small columnar monument, broken on all sides, found in
the wall of a modern house in 1931.
Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.175 m.; thickness, 0.017 m.

Height of letters, 0.02 m.
Inv. No. I 109.
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ca. 132 A.D.
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32f.

No. 16.

For similar dedications see I.G., IIJ2 3324 if.
119Cf. Shear, Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 42; Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List (1939), p. 204.
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INSCRIBED HERM
17. Part of a herm of Pentelic
marble, with the right edge preserved.
found on June 9, 1931, in Section E.
Height, 0.21 nm; width, 0.19 m.;
thickness, 0.079 mn.
Height of letters, 0.01 m. in line 1,
0.022 mn.in line 2.
Inv. No. I 22.
ca.

150 A.D.
rayaGmL]
[KaTa

ro

f

nvXr,
TIEPWT77

For the formula of lines 2-3 see,
for example, I.G., JJ2, 3635, 3637, 3638,

3669.
No 17.

A GRAVTEMONUMENT
18. The text published by Kirchner as I.G., II2, 7601 is made up of three fragments from the Agora (Inv. Nos. 1 1181 + 34 + 30). The larger fragment was
found in the wall of a modern house in Section A on January 8, 1934. The two smaller
pieces were found in Section E in June of 1931. Overall dimensions are: height,
0.185 m.; width, 0.61 ni.; thickness, 0.25 m.
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No. 18. The photograph does not show all that is preserved at the
right, where the stone is broken beyond the letter E.
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The two names on the small epistyle are (a) Atovv'reos{ )} 'AyaIOoKXEovsg
0aX-9pevEt
o] vvcr[iou
and (b) 'Apre[/u - - -|aX?qpElv]a
Artem
was the
Presumably
[
son of the elder Dionysios, and both are descendants of that Agathokles of Phaleron
who flourished ca. 130 B.C. Cf. Kirchner, P.A., no. 76.
The size of letters on the fragment at the right suggests that this falls near the
middle of the pediment and that a third name (balancing Atovvirnos)once stood near
the original right-hand side of the monument.
A GRAVE MONUMENT
19. Part of a plaque of Pentelic marble, found on July 18, 1931, in Section E.
The top and left side are preserved (badly worn), and both faces are carefully finished.
The stone is broken at the right and bottom.

Height, 0.207m.; width, 0.14 m.;
thickness, 0.062 m.
Height of letters, 0.015 m.
Inv. No. I 71.

trXa [V]
KOV

Evidently the plaque was used as
a Christian tombstone.

No19

